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From the World ofElectronics

BTto start trial
interactive TV

BT is to start consumer trials of BT in-
teracttve 1V -which includes video on de-
mand - this summer with 2500 house-
holds in Colchester and Ipswich. This
follows the success of its techntcal trtale
held near Ipswtch with 60 BT employ-
ees.
The world-leadmg new service promises

to create a revolution in the horne.
BT Interactive TV brings together the
telephone and the television to enable
customers to choose a range of servtces
from a menu on an ordinary television set.
The material is then transmitted from a
central database over the telephone net-
werk to the television, while not affect-
ing the normal telephone line.
BT aims to offer, durtng the perrod of

the trtal, shopping on demand , a range
ofeducational programmmg for hornes and
schools, movtes and television program-
mtng (video on demand), a horne bank-
ing servtce. a magazine service and a
community link (a IDeal infrmation ser-
vice). Additional services will be intro-
duced during the course of the trial.
Shopping on demand will be offered

under individual brands byThomas Cook
for holidays and travel. Sears [Olympus,
Adams and Freemans) for a wide range
offashion and sporttng goods, and W.H.
Smtth for books, CDs and videos. A gro-
cery service is bemg developed by Safeway
Stores PLC and will be offered during the
course ofthe trial as capacity on the sys-
tem grows.
The television service will be devel-

oped with theconsortiumofBBC, Carlton,
Granada, Kingfisher and Pearson with pro-
grammes supplied by the member com-
panies and thetr eubstdtartes. Movies
will be offered from the major Hollywood
studios and leading UK and European
sources.
Additional sports programming will

be supplied by BSkyB and mu sic pro-
grammingwtll be supplied by BMGVideo
[UK), Picture Music International (the
videosubsidiary ofEM!), Polygram. Sony
Music and Warner Mustc.
Customers will be able to choose frorn

600 hours of television programmtng.
400 hours ofmoviesand 200 hours ofmustc
programmtng. all ofwhich will be regu-
larly updated.
There will also be 350 hours of edu-

cational programming rangtng from chrl-
dren's to adult learning. This servtce will
be offered free of charge to etght schools
in the Ipswich and Colchester area as
well as betng available in the mal hornes.
Educational programmtng wül be sup-

plied by Abbey Horne Entertairiment,
AcademyTV, Adult Literacy and Baste Skills
Unlt, Anglia TV, BBC, Channel4, Dorltng
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KindersleyVision, the Industrial Society,
Open University,VideoSchooI and Yorkshire
TV.
The trtal hornes will have access to a

magaztne service supplied by IPCMagazines
Ud which displays video. audlo. text and
graphics.
Customers will be able to aceess a 1V

programme guide with features about
TV programming plus leadings sport and
lifestyle titIes such as Golf Monthly and
Family Circle.
National Westrninster Bank will offer

a horne banking service which will pro-
vide account managcment servtces. such
as balances, statement information and
transfers between accounts, as weil as prod-
uct tnforrnattcn on a wide range of per-
sonal fmaneial services.

Technology contracts
The technology used in BTs trtals has been
undergoing techntcal evaluation since
March lastyear. Pollowtng tts success. BT
has awarded a number of contracts for
the markeurig trtal.
Oracle will provide the multimedia

database and navtgatronal software and
nCUBE will provide the media server.
The customer management system comes
from Sequent and Apple Computers are
supplying the set-top boxes.

Technical notes
The set-top box (STB) was based on an
Apple Macintosh LC475 computer, run-
n tng Mac 0/ S modified to support MPEG
and a 2 Mb/ s network interface. At startup
It downloads the operating system and
Oracle Media Objects [OMO), the run
time version of the authorware tool in
wluch the services are created.
The network connected to the STBwas

a 2 Mb/s stream delivered over either
cop per ustng asymmetrie digital sub-
scrtber loop [ADSL) or fibre. ADSL tech-
nology delivers over an ordinary tele-
phone loop 2 Mb/s in one direction, a
9.6 kbp/s bidirectional contral channel
and the ordinary analogue telephone ser-
vice.
The variety of ADSL used at the trtal

was DMT (discrete multitone) which dt-
vides the spectrum into a number of
bands and spreads the video transmis-
sion over them in such a way as to min-
imize interference and noise. For the ffbre
delivery a passive optical network was used.
Users were connected directly to the

server system without any concentra-
tion or switching stage. The server sys-
tem consisted of an nCUBE masstvely
parallel computer and the system ran on
Oracle database software with the video
content compressed to MPEG-1 stan-
dards.
In the marketing trtal BTwill be using

ADSLalongwith fibre in the ratioofabout

4 copper to I fibre. Instead ofDMT, CAP
(canier-Iess amplitude and phase mod-
ulation) ADSLwill be used in the marketing
trial.
In the marketing trial, BTwill be stay-

ing with the same combination of server
and set-top box technologres supplted
by nCUBE. Oracle and Apple Computers.
However, there will be a switchtng/con-
centration stagewhich will beATM based.
Users will be connected to anATM swttch
with a coneentration ratio ofroughly two
to one. This means that there are about
twice as many users as there are server
ports and about half of them can be on
line to the system at any one time.

Intelligent agents for
communications networks of

the future
With the burgeoning of communications
systems to include new facilities, many
and varied networks are coming into use
such as those involving fixed optical fibre
links. radio cells. optical wireless and
satellite microwave - and these in turn
use a variety of transport mecharnsms.
The customers of the future will find

themselves connected simultaneously to
several different networks eaeh ofwhich
may present limitations as weil as ad-
vantages.
In the early days of telephony when

human operators held sway, acallerask-
ing for a number would perhaps be told
bytheoperator: "MrJoneshas lefthome,
and is nowat his offlce. I'vejust put a call
through to hirn, Shall I connect you to him
there?" The advent of automatte tele-
phone cxchangcs. however, soon put paid
to thts type of on-ltne intelligence.
BT (BIitish Telecommunlcattonsl cur-

rently invests upwards of2% oftts annual
turnover in Research and Develop-ment
[R&D).Its major research factltty. BTL [BT
Laboratortes) at Martlesham Heath is ac-
knowledged as the leading telecom-
munications R&D establishment in Europe.
The matn activity ofBTL is in systems

and software development and its prime
purpose is to provtde world-class exper-
tise via Itswell-directed R&Dprogrammes
in advance ofcustomer needs. The demise
of the helpful operator has not escaped
BTL's attention.
Amajor research project at BTL is di-

rected to effectivelyrcstortng a servtce equrv-
alent to that provided by the human op-
erator but geared to the 21st century.
The objective ofWs service would be ne-
gotiation in finding the best deal for the
customer in terms of facilities and cost
in the plethora of network types and ser-
vices that confront hirn.



I
Mimichuman
The devices that will provide this service
are known as intelligent agents, special
software processed which mimte human
behavtour in provtdmg a simple and el-
egant method ofmanagtng network corn-
plexity and providing an intelligent interface
to the customer Cf his own intelligent
agent.
It may be postulated that this aspecl

of network control should be centralized.
However, this would involve a large data-
base, high trafftc density and low re-
silience. The simple comparison shown
makes tt evident that a simple distributed
modular system has much in its Iavour.
The distributed agents form a single

layered system using the underlying fixed
network for Inter-agent comrnuntcation
and can be groupcd in three generic cat-
egories:
* Interface Agents - Customer Agent
(CA).Gateway Agent (GA):

• Service Provider Agents (SPAs):
* Network Management Agents - Fixed
Network Agenl(FNA), CellAgent (CLA).

The Interface Agent, CAl, mediates be-
tween the system and the customer (Cl)
while GAlinks the agcnt system with an-
other intelligent or non-intelligent man-
agement system, owned perhaps by an-
other telecom opcrator. Between them
they facilitate the transfer of tnfcr ma-
tion or requests between the agent sys-
tem and the external world.
The Service Provision Agcnts are each

responsible for a specific service. They man-
age provider service information and ne-
gotiate with those wtshtng to seIl their re-
sources: a customer may require spe-
cific data which comes from a variety of

sources.

Security issues
In princtple. each agent is permitted to
comrnunicate with any other agentexcept
SPAs whtch have conununication chan-
nels only wtth CAs. This measure takes
account of security tssues in that it does
not allow SPAs responsible for spectal
services provisioned through the resources
of an external company to have access to
network management or customer in-
formation.
The CAreJays the customer request to

the SPA which then decides which cus-
torner agent (responsible for the resource
required) should be contacted at the other
end. Subsequently, the CAs contact the
network management agcnts thatset up
the service.
The Network ManagementAgents are

mainly responsible lormanaging resources
in the Ilxed network orin the mobile (cell)
network (CLAs). Cell agents can be of
various types and relate to the cell man-
aged: Macro CellAgent (CLA-M),Micro Cell
Agent (CLA-m),or Pico CellAgent (CLA-p).
Theywork cooperauvely to mtegrate their
available local resources (in the form of
link capactttcs or cell bandwidth) in a
complete conftguratton required for a
parttcular service.

Constant updating
They are also conttnuously updating that
resource configuration to copewtth changes
in the environment and service delivery
potnt changes the customer moves around.
The agents cornmunicate by passtng flxed
format messages. On receipt ofa message
an agcnt will make tts own decisions,
trtggertng an internal task or deciding to

communicatewith other agents sending
or requestmg informauon.
An example of the role of agents may

be considered in the contextofthird gen-
eration mobile phones that use macro
cells of!O km, micro cells of 50001, and
pico cells a fewmetres across. The capacity
of each cell ts the same but because the
customers-to-cell stze will dtffer, the ca-
pactty to customer will differ.The customer
does not know whtch cell he is in, simply
the servtces avaiJable - so the following
happens.
When the phone regtstcrs the cus-

tomcr's presence in the radio cell or the
phone is plugged into the flxed network,
the agent managtng that network calcu-
lates the capacity and current cost and
sends this information to a customer .
facing agenl representing U1ecustomer.
Ttus second agent intelligently compares
the prtce and capactty available agatrist
the services the useris subscribed to and
selects those that are acceptable. Relayed
back to the customer the services are
shown on the phone's LCD (Itquid-crys-
tal display) as aseries of icons with the
prtces below. So, as the customber moves
around he can see at a glance all the ser-
vices availableand the prtce. tf appropnate.

Maintain service
When the customer selects a service and
moves to a new cell. the agcnt will nego-
tiate to maintain servtce. This may be at
an mcreased prtce Ifthe service Is not nor-
mally available in that cell, or It mtght
involve dcwngradtng the qualrty of say.
the video picture. On a data service, the
agent may store the information until
the user is again in a position to recetve
it.
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Intelligent agents using advance AI
techniques to communicate and coop-
erate with each other are idea.lly suited
to matntain network tntcgrtty and optt-
mization. When afault occurs. theycan
work together to heal the network and,
in the warst case. they can ensure that
the networkdegrades in a controlled fash-
ion without catastrophic results.
BTbelieves that intelligent agents pro-

vide the ideal means to supply customers
arid businesses wtth fast, transparent
access to the global information which will
soon become the norm ~ anywhere. at
any time, and in any format.

More computer aid
for the dumb

New computer software that lets dumb
people participate in real communica-
tions has been released for commercial
use after 10 years research and devel-
opment. The TALK:ABOUTprograrnme.
developed at the MicroCentre of Dundee
Untverstty. allows the disabled to tell sto-
ries about themselves at the stngle touch
of a button. Software developer Mr Don
.Johnston. whose eponymous company is
puttingthe research into the hands ofthe
consumer believes "we are standing on
the threshold of a new era for users ofaug-
mentative and alternative communication
=an era ofnear-real-ttme communication".
Professor Alan Newell, director of the

Dundee MtcroCentre. adds: "What makes
TALK:ABOUTspecial is theway itcan be
used to communicatenotjust wants and
needs. but thought, ideas and the more
personal elements of everyday conver-
sation such as anecdotes. Conversations
encompass several components: fast so-
cial interactions, beginning small talk. novel
sentences, extended reusable talk, wrap
ups and farewells. TALK:ABOUTis the re-
sult of at least four disttnct projects that
have been developed in parallel to ad-
dress differentcornponents ofhuman in-
teraction. It offers high-quality text-to-
speech outpu tor dtgittzed voices and also
works wtth external speech synthesiz-
ers .
The Dundee team is also working on

anotherdevelopment: ALADIN(Advanced
Langnage Device for Interaction) project
which speeds up computer assisted con-
versations and adds synthesized voice
for people unable to speak.
Furhter information from University

of'Duridee. Dundee, Scotland DDI4HN.
Telephone +44 (0)1382 23181. Fax
+44 (0)138223117.

Faster introduction of
digital-quality
broadcasting?

The prospect of near-CD-quality audto
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broadcast reception in the horne and car
may be brought closcr hy a plan to develop
consumer radio equlpment to a new Digital
Audio Broadcasting (DAB)standard. The
DAB Receiver Develop-ment Club set up
jointly by tbe Roke Manor Research and
Ensrgma companies will enable radio and
audio manufacturers to jotn forces to
turn low-cost DAß recetvers into reality.
The club will focus on the early avail-

ability oflow-cost DABreceiver chips and
multi-band radio designs in the light of
the allocatton of different frequencies
across Europe. The airn is to develop a DAB
chip and a multi-band radio receiver
board containing this chip by the end of
theyear.
The rormation of the club has been

welcomed as a timely complement to the
BBC's plan to launch network radio ser-
vice using DAß in September this year.
Roke Manor Research is involved in rel-

evant radio technologies as an acknowl-
edged European centre of excellence in
the field of mobile radio and personal
comrnunications.
Enstgma. a specialist in real-time digi-

tal stgnal processtng, destgned theTexas
Instruments decoder chip now used in 80
per cent ofJapanese-manufactured NlCAM
video recorders,
Further inforrnatton from Roke Manor

Research Ltd, Romsey. Hants, England
5051 OZN.Phone +44 (0)1794 833 658.
Fax +44 (0)1794833 589.

New Cirkit catalogue
Cirkit's Winter 1994/95 edition of the
Electroruc Constructors' Catalogue is
now avallable. This enlarged. 280-page
edition includes for the first time a new
section with feature artic1es. news and two
especially comissioned projects: infrared
cordless headphones and a PC-controlled
legte IC tester. These are published in
full detail with complete kits available
for both.
Many other new products have been

added throughout the catalogue; the test
equipment section. forinstance, inc1udes
awtde range ofnewtestgear fromKenwood,
Hameg and TTi plus an RS232 multime-
ter wtth Interface and comprehensive
Windows software along with a new range
of affordable thermometers and timers.
With 26 product sections. 280 pages

and some 4000 lines, the catalogue also
tncludes Ez l worth of discount vouchers
and is available from most larger
newsagents or directly from Cirkit
Distribution, Park Lane. Broxbourne,
England ENIO 7NQ.

Serial EEPROMHandbook
from Microchip

Microchip's new Se rtal EEPROM Hand-
book provides essential information and

11
valuable advice on Microchip's range of
se rial EEPROM memortes. The 480-page
handbock is the fu-st comprehensive ref-
erence toolforMtcrochip's Serial EEPROMs.
lncluding 25 product spectftcations. 12
application notes and nine qualification
reports. the handbook covers all ofthe com-
pany's memory products and develop-
ment tools.
The handbook, which ia available

through any Microchip sales office, dis-
tributor or representative. is an integral
part of the company's newly announced
Serial EEPROM Designer's Kjt.
Arizona Microchip Technology, Untt 3.The
Court yard Meadowbank, Furlong Road.
Bourrie End, England SL8 5AJ. Phone
(01628) 850 303; fax (01628) 850 178.

Sub note-book professional
programmer

Stag Prcgrammers have annmounced a
new. battery powered programmer, the
Orbit 48. This ts a portable program-
merwith all the facilities found in a desk-
top untt. It ts. therefore. easily carried in
a briefcaseortool-box foruse in the field,
but equally suited to general engtneertng
applications in the laboratory.
The Orbit 48 offers an extensive range

of device support which includes popu-
lar deviccs from the worlcl's major man-
ufacturers in the following categories:
CMOS PROMs, EPROMs, EEPROMs,
FLASH and Intel style (87C51 family)
Micros as standard and EPLDs via a low-
cost docking module.
With a 48-pin WideBlade ZIF socket

and 4 Mbit of RAM, expandable up to
16 Mbit, Orbit 48 can program 16-bit
EPROMs, MROM pinout EPROMs and
8-pin serial EEPROMs - all as standard
and all from one socket. Etght. 16 and 32
bit mode programrrung rs made simple by
the use of'Interlace 2'. ptoneered by Stag
which is easier and faster than the cum-
bersome 'spltt' and 'ehuffle' technique.
In keeping with Stag's quality engi-

neering phrlosophy. all the data required
to program this vast array of devices is
held in FLASH (non-volatile) memory.
This has two dtstinct advantages over
othersystems: (1)the datacan not be cor-
rupted in the way certain RAM-based
systems do, and (2) updating the infor-
mation can be performed without open-
tng up the programmer~ data transfer oc-
curs via an 1/0 port or the programming
ZIF socket.
The Orbtt 48 contatns a high-speed

EPROM emulatorwhich enables code to
be run in a target system without first hav-
ing to commit time and resource to pro-
grammrng and erastng devices.
Further information from Stag

programmors - see advertisement on
page 39.



LIGHT-EFFECTS GENERATOR
This running light circuit drives a matrix consisting of 8 up to
32 LEDs, and is primarily intended for playful and decorative
applications. A wide variety of display patterns can be
programmed with the aid of a simple plug-in adaptor.

Design by G. Kleine

1\ LTHOUGH the present circuit COD-
1""1.tains most tngredtents found in a
typical running-lights generator, It is
marked by one fairly special feature:
the dtsplay pattern can be pro-
grammed wtth a plug-in adaptor. This
adaptor srts between the driver Ie and
the LEDs. It determtnes three func-
tions of the generator: the order in
which the LEDs light; whether one or
several LEDs light at a time; and
whether or not a repeating pattern is
ehown. If you have had enough of a
certain pattern, simply select a new
one by plugging in the appropriate
adaptor.

Circuit description
As shown by the circuit diagram in
Fig. I, the lighl-effects generator ia a
simple desrgn by aimost any standard.
Even begtnners shouId be able to build
the circutt successfully because rela-
tively few components are tnvolved,
and a ready-made circuit board is
available. Butldtng. programming and,
most of all, ustng the circutt should be
fun.
The display eonsists of eight rows of

LEDs. Eaeh row eonsists of a mini-
mum of one LED (in whieh case it is
not really a row). and a rnaxirnurn of
four LEDs connected in series. Series

resistors R5-R12 allow an LED current
of about 15 rnA. The exaet value de-
pends on the number of LEDs con-
nected in series.
The display is connected to LED dri-

ver IC3 via adaptor Kl. The latter is
nothing but a good-quaJity 20-pin IC
socket into whieh another 20-pin IC
socket is plugged. The wires fitted on
the latter determine the display pat-
tern as will be discussed further on.
IC3 is an octal LED drivcr with open
eolleetor outputs. The deviee is capa-
ble of switching a total load of 500 mA
to ground. The LED driver obtains tts
input signals from two cascaded shift
regtsters, IC2a and ICzb. The first seven
outputs of this double shift regtster
(QA-QDof IC'a, and QA, QB and QC of
ICzb) are connected to the LED driver
Inputs as well as to the inputs of NOR
gate IC4. This is done to ensure that a
new logic one is forrned when the shift
register is completely filled wtth zeroes,
wh ich would otherwise remain so as
long as the circuit is left on. This can
be exploited by interconnecting
pins 11 and 12 on adaptor KI. in
whtch case the output of the NOR gate
is linked to the D input of shtft regis-
ter ICza, To make sure that a pre-de-
fined state exists in the shift rcgtstcr at
power-on, the reset input of IC2 re-
celves areset pulse from network Rz-

C2. This pulse causes all shift register
outputs to go low on reset.
Both clock oseilIators in the eircuit

consist of a Schmttt trigger NANDgate
of which there are four in a the 4093
integrated circuit. The oscillators are
identieal except for the value of the ca-
paeitor used. The oscillator around
ICla supplies the clock proper for the
shift regtster. while leib functions as a
kind of data generator to provide the
flash function of the circuit. The flash
pulse is available on pin 1 of K1• and
causes the LEDs to flash at a rate ad-
justed with preeet P2• The other preset,
PI. allows the speed of the shift regis-
ter to be adjusted within fairly wide
limits.
The circuit may be powered by a

mains adaptor (with d.c. output) or di-
rectly from a car battery. The supply
voltage is cleaned by a filter consisting
of LI, C4 and R13. The latter is a varis-
tor or VDR (voltage dependent resistor)
whtch ts capable of suppressing fast
voltage surges. The varistor and choke
LI may be omitted tf the circutt is not
used in a ear. LI is then replaced by a
wtre link.

Programming the light
effects
Pins 2 through 8 of the adaptor socket,
K1, are connected to the LED drtver
outputs, while the data clock ts avail-
able on pin 1. Pins 9 and 10 are con-
nected to ground. At the other side of
the socket, pin 11 is connected to the
data Input of the shift rcgrstcr. Pin 12
is linked to the output of the NORgate.
and pins 13 through 20 to the LED
rows.
There are, in prtnciple. three ways

of programming the adaptor. If one of
the LED row connections (ptns 13-20)
is wtred to ground (pin 9 or 10), the
relevant LED row will be on all time.
Since that is not very appeahng, it will
be a rarely used option. By connecting
one of the pins 13-20 to ptn I, the
LEDs in the relevant row will flash at a
rate set wtth P2. Finally, rf one or more
LED row ptns are connected to pins 2
through 8, the relevant LED rows will
light in the rhythrn of the shift regtster.
whose shift speed is set wtth preset PI.
The latter option has three further

possibilities.

(1). Adaptor ptn I I is not connected.
The data input of IC, is then held
high alI the time via resistor R.,. At
the first clock pulse which appears
after the ctrcutt is swttched on. the
first output of IC, will go high, and
remain high 'forever' . At the next
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LIGHT EFFECTS GENERATOR 11
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Fig. 1. The light effects generator consists mainly of two oscillators (IC'a and IC1b), a dual shift register (IC2), an actal LED driver (IC3) and a
display which consists of 8,16,24 or 32 LEDs. The value of resistors R5 trough R12 depends on the number and type of LEDs fitted.

clock pulse. the second shtft regte-
ter output goes high. etc.
Therefore, when ptns 14 through
20 of K1are linked to 8 through 2.
respecttvely, LEDs D,-D, light at
the first clock pulse. followed by
D1-DB• D1-D12• ete., until all LEDs
light exeept those in the ctghth
row, which are not used.

(2). Pin 11 is linked to ptn 12. The data
input of IC2 is then connected to
the output of NOR gate JC•.
Consequently, a '1' rs clocked only
If an outputs of IC2 are at '0', In
other words, only one output of IC2
ts aetive at a time. Assuming that
pins 14-20 are agatn linked to pins
8-2. the LED rows will light alter-
nately. This pattern rs repeated at
the end of the eycle.

(3). Ptn 11 ts linked to pin 1. so that
the data input of the shift regtster
ts eonnected to the output of the
data generator, IClb. The data
clocked is randorn. and so is the
light pattern produced by this op-
tton.

A number of programming examples
are shown in Fig. 2. The most obvious
one ts given in Fig. 2a. This results in a
running light, wtth one LED row mov-
ing from the left to the nght aeross the
display. If you want the row to move in
the other direction, use the adaptor
shown in Fig. 2b.
The configuration shown in Ftg. 2c
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causes a 'polrit' consisting of two LEDs
lo grow into a bar. If all 32 LEDs are
fitted in the matrix, the effect is a ver-
tical bar which widens from the centre
of the display until the entire display

area lights. This variant is particulary
suited to creatlng a third brake light in
a car or on a motor eycle (note that the
use of such a light may be restrieted
by laws).

(0 Kl
20 18 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11

,00000000
200000000
300000000
400000000
500000000
600000000
700000000
800000000

~\\\\\\~
12345678910

o Kl
20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 " 11

100000000
200000000
300000000
400000000
'00000000
600000000
700000000
'00000000

nuurro
~o
12345678910

o K,

IHtttHEI
1~345678910

,00000000
200000000
300000000
400000000
500000000
600000000
700000000
'00000000

® Kl
20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11

I:;~~I
12345678910

100000000
200000000
300000000
400000000
500000000
600000000
700000000
800000000

940100'12

@ K,
20 19 18 11 16 15 14 13 12 11

,00000000
200000000
300000000
.00000000
500000000
600000000
700000000
'00000000

Fig. 2. Six examples of wire configurations on adaptor K,. along with the resulting display
patterns.
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400000000
500000000
600000000
700000000
800000000



GENERALINTEREST

L L
Fig. 3. Track layout and component mounting plan of the peB designed for the light effects
generator (board available ready-made through the Readers Services, see page 78).

The adaptor shown in Ftg. 2d
causes the entire display to flash at a
rate set by P2'
Figure 2e shows an adaptor config-

uration which causes a random dis-
play pattern as with basic option (3)
above.
Figure 2f, finally, results is a kind of

combination of effect 2a and 2b: a run-
ning light which moves continuously
from the left to the rtght, and vice versa.
Evidently, there are many more posst-
bilities to wire the adaptor, and these
are left for you to discover and try out.

Construction
The printedcircuit board designed for
the light effects generator is shown in
Fig. 3. Construction should not pre-
sent problems if you stick to the corn-
ponent overlay and the components
list.
So-called super luminosity LEDs are

preferred if you want to make sure that
the light effect is visible from a dis-
tance. These 5-mm diameter LEDs pro-
duce their highest light intensity at a

continuous current of 30 rnA. However,
to prevent darnage to the LEDs at rela-
tively high ambient temperatures, the
value of resistors R5-R12 is such that
about half the maximum current flows.
The resistor value is, of course, depen-
dent on the number of LEDs connected
in series. Obviously, LEDs not fitted
must be replaced by a wire link.
A disadvantage of super luminosity

LEDs is their fairly high price. If you
want to try the circuit with ordinary
LEDs first, that is, of course, possible.
Since ordinary 5-mm dia. LEDs are
satisfied with a current of about
10 rnA, the value, R, of R5-R12 has to
be calculated from

R = (l4-2n)jI [kQ[

where n is the number of LEDs con-
nected in series, and I, the LED cur-
rent in rnA.
If economy as regards current con-

sumption is an issue, you may con-
sider using htgh-efftctency LEDs. Since
these can make do with 2 to 3 rnA, R5-
RI2 canbe gtven even higher values

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R,;R3 = 10kQ
R2 = 1MQ
R4 = 47kQ
Rs-R'2 = 390Q to 820Q (see text)
R13 = S07K14 or equivalent 14V VOR
P';P2 = 1MQ peset H

Capacitors:
C, = 1IJF MKT
C2 = 100nF MKT
C3 = 470nF MKT
C4 = 100IJF 25V radial
CS;C6 = 100nF Sibatit or ceramic

Semiconductors:
0,-032 = super-Iuminosity LEO, e.g.,
Sharp type GL5UR3K1
IC, = 4093
IC2 = 4015
IC3 = ULN2804A
IC4 = 4078

Inductors:
L, = 5601JH, 160mA

Miscellaneous:
K, = two 20-pin turned pin IC sockets.
K2 = 2-way pes terminal block, raster
5mm.
Enclosure: Heddic 222.
Printed circuit board, order code
940100-1 (see page 78).

based on the above formula.
The sockets used for the adaptor

and the one on the board (position Kl)
should be a good quality types, prefer-
ably one wtth turned contacts. The
wire links should be soldered quickly
to the adaptor socket pins to prevent
deformation owing to overheating.
Thin enamelled copper wire is fine to
make the links. Check for the correct
connections before inserting the adap-
tor into the socket on the board.
The completed board can be slid

into a transparent plastic case type
222 from Heddic. No screws are re-
quired to secure the board in the case,
while the LEDs are clearly visible.
Finally, if you plan to power the

light-effects generator from a mains
adaptor, make sure enough supply
current is available. The current
drawn by the circuit depends almost
entirely on the type and number of
LEDs fitted. The full-blown version,
with 32 super luminosity LEDs fitted,
requires a mains adaptor with a capac-
ity of at least 150 rnA at 12 Vdc.

(940100)
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PCB PRODUCTION: THE DIRECT
TONER METHOD

Transferring a PCS layout from paper on to a circuit board is
either costly (photographie method) or cumbersome (using
sprays and the like). Moreover, the second method is known to
give rather unpredictable results, but that can be changed
radically by the use of a new transfer foil ca lied TEC200.

By Dr. R. Milker

1\ widely used method for maklng
.L"'l..printedcircuit boards ts based on
a photographie process. A transparent
foi! with the copper track layout Is put
on a printed circuit board which has a
photosensitive layer covering a copper
layer. After exposing the film and the
board to ultra-violet light. the track
layout is developed in a sodium-hy-
droxide solution. Next, the copper
which needs to be removed 1Setched
away in a special solution. That leaves
the copper tracks as an exact copy of
the original artwork.
Although several variants extst. the

above process ts always marked by the
use of a photosensitive layer on a piece
of circuit board. This layer may be ap-
plied with the aid of a liquid. a spray
('photolacquer') or a damping process
(photo-resist film). In any case, the
work then involves these steps: (1) af-
fixing the artwork on to the board; (2)
exposing to UV light; (3) developing; (4)
ftxing: (5) rtnstng with water; (6) dry-

ing. The whole operation is cumber-
some, fraught with pltfalls. and not
easily accomplished by the unexperi-
enced. Ta make it even worse, the pho-
tographrc method is expensive,
considering that, starting from a cer-
tain size. a board wtth a photo-resis-
ttve Jayer on it costs about the same as
three equally sized ordinary boards.

The direct-toner method
The crux 1S that toner as used in pho-
tocopiers and laser printers has excel-
lent etching resist properties. That in
itself is not surprising, because toner
constats matnly of inert carbon powder
and a highly acrd resistant compound-
ing substance (resin or polyethylene).
A further advantage ts the fact that
most laser prtrrter-s (with a resolutton
of 300 dpi or more) are capable of pro-
ducing PCB layouts at ascale of 1:1 at
quite acceptable quality. Same PCB
design programs also allow the art-

Fig. 1. TEC200 foil with the track layout copied on it.

work to be printed at ascale of 2: 1 or
4: I, all without the need of any photo-
graphtc work whatsoever.
The aim ts. of course, to copy the

image formed by the toner on to the
cop per side of the circuit board. That
can be achieved wonderfully weil by the
use of a spectal type of foi! called
TEC200, a transparent film which does
not deform at temperatures up to
150°C. Thanks to its chemical prepa-
ration. the film is capable of absorbing
as well as reproductng toner. Thus, the
foil is capable of 'transferrtng' the toncr
from the peB layout to the circuit
board. With the aid of TEC200. the
producnon process of a printed circuit
board is reduced to the following steps:
- prtnttng (laser printer) or photocopy-
ing (normal photacopier) 'reflected'
PCB artwork on to a piece of TEC200
fotl. at ascale of 1: 1;
- transferring the toner Image on the
TEC200 foi! to the PCB surface.
using some press ure, and heat:
- etching the board in the usual man-
ner.

These steps are explained in greater
detail below, using artwork found in
Elektor Electronics as an example.

Step 1: copylng
The cop per track layout (reflected or
non-dtrect readmg) is copred dtrectly
from the magazine page on to the
TEC200 fotl (DINA4 size). The TEC200
sheet is simply inserted into the (exter-
nal) paper tray of the photacopier.
Since there is no emulsion stde. the
sheet can be inserted either way. The
copier should be set to a gtve a qutte
dark copy, but not so dark as to cause
smearing. This is best tested before-
hand with plain paper. If necessary,
the artwork can be made 'reflected'
[i.e., not direct-reading) by first mak-
mg a direct-reading copy on ordinary
transparent film, llipping the film on
the copier, and making a second copy
on TEC200. Note that as of the
September 1993 issue of Elektor
Electronics. peB track layouts are
printed direct-reading, positive. That
can be veIified by looking at the PCB
order number, which Is legtble.
TEC200 foi! is capable ofwithstand-

mg temperatures up to 150°C without
noticeable shrinking. Provided you use
a modern photocopier with high repro-
duction accuracy, there should be no
difficulty in matntatntng the original
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size of larger components such as Irrte-
grated circutts or pin headers.

TTansferrlng the Image
Having copied the reflected layout on
to the TEC200 foll, it ts cut out of the
A4 sheet (see Fig. 1). The piece of foil
is turned 'tmage down' on to the sur-
face of a piece of copper-clad board. At
one side. it is fixed to the board with a
piece of sellotape. Next, the layout is
transferred on to the copper, as fol-
lows:
- using an electric heater plate or a
flat-tron turned upside down, the
PCB is heated to about 140°C;
- transfer the layout. exerting pressure
wtth the aid of a roller (obtainable
from most photographic tools shops).
see Fig, 2;
- leave the board and the foi! to cool off
to room temperature, then carefully
peel off the foi! (Flg. 3).

In this way, even very narrow tracks
are copied reliably on to the board.
In practice. it is recommended to

put the PCB into the refrtgerator for a
whi!e before peeling off the fotl.
Alternatrvely. good results are also ob-
tained by immersing the board with
the foü on it into the etching liquid.
The foil will then come off automatt-
cally.
The layout copied on to the foi! need

not be totally opaque, because when
transferred on to the board, the toner
is melted agam to form a lacquer-ltke,
actd-reststant layer.
Figure 3 shows how the foil is care-

fully peeled off from the track Image
consisting of toner on copper, after the
heating phase. Next, the board is ready
for etchtng, The layout transferred on
to the board is 'scratch-and-wtpe' re-
sistant to a certain extent, and best
protected by the still weakly attached
foi!. That is why the foi! should not be
removed until just before etching.

3. Etchlng the board
The board may be etched directly after
transferring the layout. There are no
restrtcttons as regards normally used
etching solutions or methods. On fin-
ishing the etching process, the board
is rinsed with water. Next, the toner on
the copper tracks is removed with ace-
tone or eirntlar. The direct -toner
method described here enables you to
produce a printed circuit board from
'reflected' artwork in just a couple of
mtnutee. offering the electronics hob-
byist as weil as the professional ctrcutt
developer an intcrcsüng alternative to
tradtttonal producnon methods. Why
not gtve tt a try - you'Il be amazed!

(940096)

Note: TEC200 feil is supplied by PS Services, 217
Prestbury Road. Cheltenham GL52 3ES, England.
Phoneyfax (01242) 254108. See advert on p. 57.
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Fig. 2, Transferring the toner trom the TEC200 foil to the copper-clad side of a piece of circuit
board requires some pressure and a board temperature of about 140 oe, Here, a simple ther-
mostatically controlled hotplate is used.

Fig. 3. The peB after the copper track layout has been transferred trom the fail to the copper
surface.

Fig. 4. Ready etched board, cut to size.



MIDI MULTIPLEXOR
Design by P. Rigaill

Musicians appear to have a predilection for connections, as
witness the myriads of cables that can be found around and

on the stage when a pop concert is taking place. The
multiplexor described in this article enables interconnecting

of a number of MIDI instruments quickly and tidily.

Modern music groups make full use
of instruments that generate elec-

tncal stgnals Cf need such signals to gen-
erate sound. Organs, synthesizers. se-
quencers, arnplifiers and what have you
a1l operate wtth electrical stgnals.
Fortunately, nowadays there ts a stan-

dard, MlDl (Musical Instrument Digital
Interface), with associated protocol, of
which many musical instruments make
use. Computer manufacturers have also
taken the MlDl route, with the result that
computers are eminently suitable for
controlling musreal instruments. The
only damper on all thts ts that these new
instruments need many cables to inter-
act. Loosc lying cables form a danger
since they can be trtpped over and are eas-
ily damaged. The multiplexor enables
strarghtforward connecnons to be made
between mustcal instruments that are to
be Itnked via a MIDI.
The multiplexor may also prove of use

on the domestic scene. Computer users
whose computers have asound eard with
MIDIconnection ean use the interface to
bring about electrical isolatton in the
system, whtch obviates the likelihood of

darnage to the computer when expert-
ments are carried outat the MIDIoutput.

Howitworks
The circutt diagram of the control panel
isg;venmFlg. 2. ThesignalsfromtheMJDl
are applied to DINbuses KI-Itj.This dtgi-
tal serial connection operates at a baud
rate of 32 kbit/ s. The interface uses cur-
rent loops ofa fewmilliamperes. This de-
sign enables distances of several metres
(up to 10 ft) to be bridged.
The LED in optoisolators ICI. IC2. IC3

and IC4lights in rhythm with the digital
data strcam applied to the MIDI input. lt
is protected by a diode in case a signal of
wrong polartty or a direct voltage ts ap-
plied to the input. However, thts risk ex-
ists only If home-made MIDI cables are
used. When proprietary equipment and
cables are interconnected, in prtnctple.
nothing can go wrong.
When the LED in the optoisolator lights.

the assoctated photo transistor conducts
in rhythm with the tnput stgnal. The out-
put of the phototranststor ts apphed to
one of four buffers in IC2. The buffered

digital MIDIsignat ts then available at the
output ofthe relevant buffer.
Each output of lC2 is applied to four

multiplexing circuits, IC6-ICg. For in-
stance. lC2a ia connected to ptn 10. IC2b
to pin I 1. IC2cto ptn 12and IC2dto ptn 13
ofthese lCs. All four ICs are thus provtded
wtth the four MlDl stgnals applied to the
Inputs. lt should be noted that only half
of each IC is used in the present ctrcutt,
One half is disabled by a high level at pin
L the other halfis enabled by the signal
at pin 15. The outputs (pm 9) of the ICs
are linked to the associated MIDIoutput
at a11times. The four MIDI outputs are
available at DIN buses K5-KS'
The outputofHC devices can be used

dtrectly for generatrug the stgnal current
in the MlDI. If standard TIL devtces had
been used, buffers would have been needed,
since in these components the level of a
legte low rs not low enough, whtch would
keep the currents in the MIDI conncct-
Ions below the required level.
Each multiplexing IC has two control

Inputs. Aand B. that are driven by a a-btt
counter. lCl4a. lCl4b. ICI5a and lCl5b. of
whtch onlytwo btts, Qoand QI. areused.

Fig. 1. Two views 01the completed (prototype) boards; note the right·angle assembly 01the boards.
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After the supply voltage has been
switched on, areset stgnal provided by
R2TC 14 ensures that the counters are
set to position O. All multiplexing ICs
then pass the signal applied to their pin
10 on to the output. In otherwords, after
swttch-on, the MIDI signal from Kl is
available at Ks, Kt;, K7and Kt;.
The output signals of the counters are

also applied to BCD-to-decirnal decoders
IClO-ICI3. Only inputs A and B of these
decoders are used; CandD are heldlow.

Depending on the legte level at the in-
puts. one of the four outputs, QO-Q3' is
high. The LED associated wtth that out-
put then lights. The four LEDsassoctated
wi th each multtplexing IC are connected
to ground by a common resistor.
Thereis a push-button switch, 51. 52,

53 or 54. at the clock input of each 4-bit
counter. When this switch is operated. the
contcnt of the counter is increased by 1.
The capacitor shunting the switch acts
as a debouncmg element. Every time a push-

MIDI MULTIPLEXOR

button ts pressed, the next MIDI input ts
linked to the output. The associated LED
tndtcates which input is connectect to the
output. Summartatng this operation:
wben the supply voltage is switched on,
input K1 18 linked to output K5;when SI
is pressed anee, K2is linked to K5;when
SI is pressed agam, K3is connected to K5;
when SI is pressed for the third time, K4
ts linked to K5;when S 1is pressed for the
fourth time, the circutt returns to its
starting state (K[ to Ks).The operation of
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram 01the MIDI multiplexor.



soldering points for the MIDI connec-
tors are neatly in a row at the rear of
the board. It is advisable to fit solder-
ing pins in these holes: the wires link-
ing the points to the DIN buses are
soldered to them later.
If a rtght-angle single-row pln-

header is used for KI• the two boards
can be interconnected firmly as shown
in the photographs of Fig. 1.
A suggested front panel for the en-

closure into which the boards are fit-
ted is shown in Fig. 4. Regrettably,
the front panel foil is not available
ready made.
When the supply voltage ls

switched on. the upper four LEDs in-
dicate which interconnections have
been made. The stgnal applied to KI is
available at all four outputs. The vari-
ous instruments are then interlinked
by operating the relevant push-button

ELECTROPHONICS

the other switches is identical.
The control panel needs a supplyvolt-

age of+5 V. This is readily obtained from
a 9-12 V mains adaptor which must be
able to provide a current of not less than
100 mA. Supply on is indicated by an
LED. D21.in on Zoffswttch S5'

Construction
The circuit is intended to be built on
the printed-circuit board shown in
Fig. 3. Actually, it shows two board,
which must be cut apart before con-
struction is started. The smaller part
is for the five push-button switches
and associated 17 LEDs. The remain-
der of the circuit is housed on the
larger part.
As usual, start by soldering the

wire brtdges, then the passive compo-
nents and finally the active ones. The

~11

~
930101
roroee

switches as appropriate.

Parts llst

Resistors:
RI• R3, R5. R7. Rg-R17 = 220 n
R2'~'~. Ra = 4.7 kn
R18. R19' R21-R23= 10 kn
R20.R24-R26= 330 n

Capacitors:
CI-C4, C7-C13= 100 nF
C5 = 100 JlF, 25 V
C6 = 10 JlF, 25 V
Cl4 = 10 JlF. 63 V

Semiconductors:
D2-D5 = 1N4148
DI,D6-D20= LED, reetangular
D21= LED, round, 3 mm (see text)
D22= 1N4001

Fig. 3. Printed"-circuit board for the midi multiplexor.
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SURROUND SOUND PROCESSOR
described in this tssue.

Kit, inel. ease and PCB, exel. maiD! Iransformer NlG 299.00, P&P 20.00

Individual parts also available:
2~F2 MKT 5mm 1.15
1OOpFpoiystyrene 2.45
WOnF ceramic 0.40
1~F MKT 5mm 0.95
4700~F 25V radial 3.75
1OO~Hchoke 0.85
150~H choke 0.85
MV5491A 2.25
NE5532N 1.90
MN3101 12.95
MN3008 65.00

...

Tl072CP 1.75
NE571N 12.50
TL084CP 1.80
TDA1074A 15.00
TDA2040 15.00
Phono socket, gold·plated 2.35
58102 4.75
V23037·A2·Al0l relay 9.i5
SK57/37.5mm heatsink 29.50
Ceramie washer AOS220 1.95
Case ET32104 54.00
P&P 15.00

Mini audlo DAC
Kit, incl. case and PCB 349.00

P&P 25.00
Polystyrene C's (1%) 2.45 each
2~F2 MKT 50V .. 1.95
47~H choke 0.85
BAT85.. .. 0.85
B80C1500 .4.00
74HCU04 1.25
YM3623B 85.00
PCM1710U 90.00
74HC86 0.95
NE5532N 0.90
PCB terminal block 1.25
G2.HT12 .4.75
VTR3209 transtormer 27.50
16MHz crystal .4.10
11.2896 MHz crystal : 9.75

Infra'red IIghl dimmer
300~H 3A choke 5.50
B80C1500 4.00
TIC206D 1.80
SFH506·36 11.50
SAA3049 16.75
CNY65....... .. .4.65
SLB0587.. . 9.75
MIDI multiplexer
Kit, incl. PCB and case 129.00

P&P 20.00

1·10-3-phase converter
Kit, incl. case, PCB, GAL
and EPROM 699.00

P&P 50.00

V23042·A2005·Bl0l relay 12.50
Case ESM ET 24/04 39.00

P&P 20.00

P.O.S.T. diagnostic card
Kit, incl. PCB and GALs 119.00

P&P 12.50
............. 0.85
............ 5.00

...................... 3.25

Self-Ioading EEPROMX88C64 SliC
80C31.... .. 21.50
X88C64 SlIC........... .. .45.00
MAX232N 5.95
9·way sub-D PCB mount.. 3.50
6·way mini-DIN socket.. 2.85
11.0592 MHz crystal .4.10
SliC design kit.. 95.00

Debugging 8031/51 pC systems
74HCT541 2.75
MAX232N 5.95
9-way sub-D PCB mount 3.50
3-way jumper 1.25

In-car audio amplifier (1)
Many parts can be supplied. See our
mini-catalogue tor prices and availability

Medlum-fidellty power amplifier
0.220 5W low-inductance 4.95
Transistor set Tt-T? 19.50
SK85175 heatsink 29.75
Cerarnie washer TOP3 1.95
LM1037N . 14.75
NE5532N .4.50
T709G gold'plated socket : 2.35
V23042-A2005-Bl0l relay 12.50
SK129/25.4 heatsink 5.35
10,OOO~F50V radial cap 27.50
Other parts can be supplied, please
enquire.

Anemometer and 11010meter
MPX10DP.. .. 49.75
lkO multiturn cerrnet... 2.75
5kO multiturn cerme!..... ....2.75
2500 multiturn cermet 2.75
BAT85 0.85
4-way PCB socket 1.55

8DC451 controller board
SC80C451CCA68 ...39.50
74HCT573. ....2.75
MAX232N 5.95
68-pin PLCC socket 4.75
2CTL2 push-burton 2.45
12MHz crystal 4.10

Dlscrete preampliller
MAT02 17.50
MAT03FH 18.50
OP77GP .4.15
BC560C 0.60
BC550C 0.60

Robust AF power ampliller
Semiconductor set.. .........
1OO~Fbipolar C
Heatsink set, incl. washers ..

2200~F 40V radial ....

Generat-purpose IR vol control
Alps 20KAX2 motor-driven stereo pot,
20kQ log...... ..85.00
SFH506-38 11.50
SAA3049 16.75
BC639/640 0.95
4MHz crystal 4.10
BS170.............. .. 1.55

·.Pkb
80C535 extension board
Kit in cl. PCB and disk,
excl. LCD 165.00
................................ P&P 12.50 (Europe)

...... P&P 20.00 (outside Europe)
SAA3049....... .. 16.75
PCD8584 = PCF8584 18.50
PCF8583 9.75

Immtii1iffl1ij@
IspLSI Starter kit
Original Lattice kit .............. 199.00

P&P 15.00 Fuel consumption meter
KMX10B 9.85

r----------s-öcs3s-sBc-iiij----------l
:EEFeb. 1994. Complete with assembler :
[course and '535 datasheet.. 225.00!
L ~_~~_~~:.~~J

We have much more than can be listed here CATALOGUE AGAINST ONE IRC

C::-f'Electronics-P:ö:Boi-22üg-i,ii:ü6o-AlfNutiil
HOlland Fax': (+31) 45 241877 i
• Faxed enqulrtes may be answered by mai!. Please always tax your cornplete address. !
Enclose one IRC with all correspondence. Prices are in Dutch guilders (NLG), subject i
to change without prior notice, and exclusive of P&P. i
Private customers in EECcountries add BTW (sales tax) a117.5%, !hen P&P. j
P&P componenls: NLG 12.50 (outside Europe); NLG 8.50 (Europe). P&P kils: as iIstated in advert or catalogue. Extensive ordering info sUPPlie.dwith catalogue. i
~A • MASTE1!..- AI!..CESS • EURQJ:Af:U!~,rjers welco~J

k,;1

In-car audio ampliller (3)
Many parts can be supplied. See our
mini-cataloque for prices and availability

Solld-state dlsk
Kit, incl PCB, EPROM, OKRAM ....215.00

P&P 15.00
611024 RAM (each) 39.00

Simple capacllance meter
Kit, incl. DVM module and case .... 169.00

P&P 15.00
LM358Lp-2.5.. .. 3.75
BAT82 0.85
Polypropylene C's 2.45 each
TLC279CP 6.75
TLC274CP 2.85
DVM module 39.50

TV line monitor
LM1881 13.25
74HCT221 1.75
H011070 5.00
PCB mount RCA socket 2.45
Oigitast presskey w. cap 3.50
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Fig_ 4_Suggested front panel for the MIDI multiplexer,

930101-F

_.__ ._ ..~-_..__ ._-----_ ..._--.- ..._ ...._-_... -

MIDI MULTIPLEXOR
-

IN1 D D D D
IN2 D D D D
1M3 D D D D
1N4 D D D D
OUT 1 2 3 4 POWER

Ern=ffij=illj

Integrated circuits:
IC1, IC3-IC5 = CNY17-2
IC2 = 74HCT08
IC6-ICg = 74HC153
IClO-IC13= 4028
IC14, IC15= 4520
IC16 = 7805

Miscellaneous:
K1-Ks = 5-way DIN socket for board
mounting (180°)

KlO= 26-way, single-row pin header
(90°)

Sl-S4 = Digitast switch
S5 = Digitast swttch with hold contact
and integral LED (D21)

Enclosure 80x100x130 mm
(31/ sx4x51 / a in)

Plug to receive mains adaptor socket
PCB Order No. 93010-1

(930101)



AUTOMATie LIGHTING TIMER

Design by E. Quinet

CIRCUITS such as this one are often
used in hotels and restaurants.

They serve only one purpose: saving on
the electricity bill by cutting off the
light in hallways, toilets and staircases
when there IS nobody around. In most
cases, the switch takes the form of a
push-button, and is fitted with a weak
neon light to help you find in the dark.
After pressing the switch, the lamp ts
switched on for a certain pertod.
which, hopefully, is long enough to
find your key and open the door of
your hotel room, In most cases, that
will work just ftne. A visit to the tollet.
however, can become an embarassing
experience tf the relevant roorn is fitted
with such a timer.
Still. the idea behind a lighting

tim er is not bad. After all. it 'also hap-
pens that Iights in and around the
horne (hallway. staircase. cellar, recep-

tion hall. garage) are left on longer
than strict1y necessary. Such negli-
gence causes money and energy to go
to waste, and there ts a clear point in
favour of installing a lighting timer as
described here at several places in the
home. The negative aspects hinted at
above are easily overeome by using a
slightly larger 'ori' time than the
miserly one or two minutes one gets in
hotels and the like. Moreover. if the
swttch is extended with an early warn-
ing stgnal. frustration and awkward
situations will seldom oeeur.

A flipflop and a firner
The block diagram in Fig. 1 shows the
essential tngredtents of the lighting
ttmer: a push-button. a flipflop
(bistable). a timer and a relay. The
push-button is the light switch. When

it ts pressed, the flipflop is set, and the
relay is energtzed. At the same time,
the complementary Iltpflop output
clears the reset Input of the timer.
causing It to start its countdown cycle.
Just before the set timer period

elapses, an oscillator is started which
supplies an aeoustic warning stgnal.
When the full time has elapsed, the
Flipflop is reset via the last timer out-
put, so that tts outputs toggle to thetr
original state. The relay is de-ener-
gized. the lighting is swttched off, and
remains off until the push-button is
pressed agam.

Circuit description
Figure 2 shows how the block diagram
has been translated into a praetical
ctrcutt. A few things have been added
to make the ctrcutt even more versatile
and easier to use. One of these extrae
is the possfbthty to reset the Ilipflop
manually. Also. the aeoustic warning
has been extended, and an optfon ts
added to enable automatie or normal
use.
The result of the design work is

shown in Ftg, 2. The mains voltage ar-
rives in the circuit via the terminals of
K1, and is output again via K2, to
which the lamp is connected. The lamp
voltage is swilched by the contact of
relay Rej , which is controlled by drtver
T2 and an SIR (ser/resetl flipflop con-
sisting of IC2, and IC2d.This fiipflop is
set by presstng SI, and reset by either
the timer or S2. Network C2-DI2-RJO
serves to reset. the fllpflop at power-on.
Diodes D8 and Dg form a kind of by-
pass around the Illpflop. allowing the
user to press SI and so reset the timer
while the light is on. This rnay be done
to start anather 'on' period, gtvtng you
extra time.
The timer is formed by the wett-

known 4060 oscillator/ripple counter
(ICIl. The oscillator works wtth exter-
nal parts PI. RI, R2and CI' The preset,
PI. allows the oscillator frequency to
be adjusted between about 7 Hz and
45 Hz. which resuIts in a 'lights on' pe-
riod of between 2 and 10 minutes.
The oscillator/counter is disabled

by keeping its reset input logic high.
When SI is pressed, the oscillator is
started, and the binary counter starts
at state '0'. When a counter state with
Q3. Q6-Q9 and Q11 high is reached
just before the counting opcratton is
ended, an ANO gate consisting of
diodes OI-D6 ensures that oscillator
IC2a-IC2b is started via 07 and Tl' The
oscillator frequency is adjustable
around 1 kHz with the aid of preset P2.
The acoustic warning Signal is made
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flipflop

58 11

Fig. 1. The automatic lighting timer consists
of only two functional blocks: an electronic
switch and a timer. An acoustic signal is pro-
duced just before the 'on' time is over.

audible via tranststor T3 and loud-
speaker LS].
At the above mentioned counter

state, four short beeps are produced in
the rhylhm of counter output Q3.
These beeps indicate thal the
'üghts on' period is nearly over. They
do, however, allow plenty of time to
press the button again. If the button is
not pressed, the remainder of the
counter cycle is completed, and four
beeps are produced again. After the
last beep. Q12 goes high, causing the
flipflop to be reset, and the relay to be
de-energrzed.
Since it Is desirable in some cases to

be able to bypass the ttmer. switch S3
has been added to the circutt. In posi-
tton 'A', the relay driver transistor. T2,
ts driven a11 the time via R]6.

Consequently. the light is on all the
time, irrespective of the states of the
flipflop and the counter. In position .C',
the base ofT2 ts tied to ground. so that
the light is always out. If you do not
need the bypass function, simply omit
switch 53'
The power supply has no surprises.

lt consists of a transforrner, TrI, a rec-
ttfter. B}, a smoothing capacitor, C5, a
three-ptn voltage regulator. IC3, and a
pair of decoupling capacttors, C3-C4.

Diode AND gate
The operation of the diode AND gate
which provides the early warning fune-
tton of the circutt deserves aseparate
discussion. To begtri wtth, however, let
us have a look at the dcstgnattons of
the outputs of counter IC], stnce these
have gtven nse to a lot of confusion in
the past.
This confusion is caused matnly by

nomenclature differences between
manufacturers of the 4060 (5G5,
Motorola, Philips, National Semicon-
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ductor, etc.). Surprtsrngly. the fre-
quency at the counter output marked
'Q3' is the clock frequency divided by
16, and not, as one would expect. 8
(23). It is true. however, that the 'high'
and 'low' periods of the Q3 output
equal etght clock periods. That is a
point to remember if a time interval ts
to be created with the aid of a diode-
ANDgate, as in the present case.
The outpu t of the AND gate is

forrned by the anodes of the six dtodes.
Transistor Tl starts to conduct if Q 11.
Q9, Q8, Q7, Q6 and Q3 are all legte
high at the same time. That happens
after the following number of clock cy-
cles:

2,048+512+256+128+64+8 = 3,016.

Since the counter has a total of 4,096
states, the early waming sounds at
about three-quarters of the avatlable
time. The absence of Q5 and Q6 in the
above ·AND' series causes the four
beeps produced by the loudspeaker,
while lhe absence of Q10 on the 4060
provides the division between the first
and the second state of four beeps. The
end of the 'light on' period is reached
when counter output Q 12 goes high.
That happens after exactly 4,096 clock
cycles.

Construction
The artwork of the printed cu-cutt
board used to build the lighting timer

AUTOMATIC LlGHTING TlMER

is shown in Fig, 3. This PCB is avail-
able ready-made through the Readers
Services. The board accommodates all
components, except the switches and
the loudspeaker.
Since the circuit is connected to the

mains, special attention should be
gtven to safety. Terminal blocks K, and
K2 should be mains-rated types. The
mains and lamp wires connected to
these blocks should be fitted wtth ap-
proved grornmets and atratn reltefs.
The enclosure used may only be plas-
tic type with the approprtate insulation
specifications as regards matns-pow-
ered equipment. The loudspeaker and
the control elements. SI, S2 and (op-
tionally) 53, may be fitted on the cover
plate. The connections of these exter-
nal parts are clearly marked on the
printed circuit board overlay. Stnce
only small currents are carrted by
these wtres. ordinary Itght-duty insu-
lated wire may be uscd.

Adjustments
The ctrcutt has two adjustment points
in the form of presets on the board.
The most important of the two IS Pt.
which detennines the oscillator dock
frequency, and thus the length of the
'light on' penod. This preset is best ad-
justed empirically unttl the desired 'on'
time ts reached. The relevant compo-
nent vaJues shown in the ctrcutt dia-
gram and the parts list result in a
period which is adjustable between 2

01 ...013 = 1N1448

CTR14 a r. ', .
••
"

ICI

"~.
tcs:::ft{;;;;}--"lg:: + er

ON OFF

IC2 = 4001

K2

9400!18-tt

Fig.2. Circuit diagram of the automatic lighting timer.



GENERALINTEREST

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R1;R6;R9 = 100kQ
R2;R3;R10;R12 = 1MQ
R4;R11;R14;R16 = 10kQ
R5 = 22kQ
R7;R8 = 4kQ7
R13 = 82kQ
R15 = 22Q
P1 = 500kQ preset H
P2 = 25kQ preset H

Capacitors:
C1;C2;C3 = 100nF
C4 = 100~F 16V radial
C5 = 220~F 25V
C6 = 1nF

Semiconductors:
D1-D13 = 1N4148
B1 = B80C1500*
T1;T2 = BC547
T3 = BC557
IC1 = 4060
IC2 = 4001
IC3 = 7805

Miscellaneous:
K1;K2 = 2-way PCB mount terminal
block, raster 7.5mm.
S1;S2 = push-to-make button.
S3 = 1-pole 3-position switch.
Tr1 = mains transformer, 9V, 1.5VA,
short-circuit proof (e.g., Block VR1109
or Monacor VTR1109)*.
Ls1 = loudspeaker, 8Q, 0.2W.
Re1 = V23057-A1-A101 (coil voltage:
6V) (Siemens).
Printed circuit board, order code
940098 (see page 78).

* C-I Electronics, P.O. Box 22089, NL-
6360 AB, Nuth, Holland. Fax: (+31) 45
241877.

and 10 minutes. lfyou find 10 minutes
too short, CI, RI and/or PI may be
made a little larger. lf you want a pe-
riod of less than 2 minutes, give these
components a smaller value .
. The frequency of the acoustic warn-
ing stgnal is adjusted with the aid of
preset P2. Temporarily interconnect
the collector and emitter terminals of
TI, so that the oscillator is perma-
nently on. Then adjust P2 until the de-
sired tone frequency is obtained.
Finally, a tip. If a certain application
requires more 'ori' and 'off buttons at
different locations, the appropriate
number of switches may be connected
in parallel with SI and S2' (940098)

000

Fig. 3. Track layout and component mounting plan (overlay) 01 the PCS designed 10r the
lighting timer (PCSavailable ready-made through the Readers Services).
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SURROUND SOUND PROCESSOR
Based on a design by D. Laues

The processor described in this article expands the sound of
an existing stereo TV receiver or audio installation with a
centre channel and a surround channel. It does not use
special Dolby les. Additional output amplifiers are not
needed, because they are provided in the processor.

Basic design

Ablockdiagram ofthe basic design is gtven
in Fig. 2. The destgn of the processor is
similar to that afthe active decoder dts-
cussed in last month's arttele on Dolby
surround sound. There are some dtffer-
ences between the two, since the present
processor not only functions as a de-
coder. but also provides the srgnale for
the centre and surround channels and
contains two output amplifiers.
As explained last month, the two ad-

ditional channels are processed (whence
the name afthe unit) from the surn and
difference of the two stereo channels.
The centre channel is the simpler to pro-
duce, because it suffices to add the left-
hand and right-hand channels together
and apply the sum to a suitable output
amplifier via a voltage-controlled arnpli-
fier (VCA).
Ta produce the surround stgnal, the

right -hand stgnal is deducted from the left-

hand stgnal (orviceversa) and theresulting
signal is applied to a delay network via a
low-pass filter. The delay can be preset
between 10 ms and 30 ms. The signal ts
then applied to an expander via a band-
pass filter. The expander is essential be-
cause the surround stgnal Is compressed
du ring recording. The output of the ex-
pander is applied to a second output
amplifier via a VCA.
The dynamic compensating network,

in conjunction with the VCAs, reflects
the difference between an active and a pas-
sive (rnatrtx) design. In this network, the
correlation between the two stereo chan-
nels is analysed continuously. The re-
sults of the analysis are converted into
control signals for the VCAs which con-
stantly adjust the levels of the centre and
surround signals. This arrangernent en-
sures a much Iarger channel separation
than possible with a passive design.

,..
IT'LLJ

rl9ht

Fig, 1, Basic setup 01 a surround sound system
in a living room.

=
oo

SOUND
PROCESSOR
c ,

Creatmg surreund sound ina domestic
room can be approached in two ways:

by a processor that generates the four sig-
nals required: left-hand, rtght-hand. cen-
treand surround, orbyonethataddsthe
twomissing channels, that Is. centrc and
surround, to the ex:istingstereo sound. The
first ts the most elegant, but also the
most complicated and most expensive.
Moreover. It requtres an additionalline
to return the left-hand and rtght -hand stg-
nals to the input oftheTV /audio equip-
ment. The second way is much more
straighttorward and has proved in prac-
tice to gtve an excellent spatial effect.
Moreover, tt can be accomplished in a
compact and fatrly inexpensive umt. The
destgn in thts artic1e is of the second
kind.
The basic setup in a domestic room i.s

shown in Fig, 1.The left -hand and rtght-
hand channels are reproduced as be-
fore, that ts. via the loudspeakers in the
TV recetver, as shown, or by
those of the audio Inatallattcn
to whtch theTV receiver is con-
nected. The extra ttcms are the
processor and three loud-
speakers. The Inputs of the
processor are linked, posstblyvta
the SCARTconnector, with the line
out terminal of the 1V receiver,
or audto amplifier, while the
extra loudspeakers are connected
to the outputs ofthe processor.
The processor contatns two in-
tegral amplifiers each ofwhich
provides 20 Woutput Into 4 Q:
qutte sufftcrent for the centre
and surround loudspeakers.
As briefly discussed in last

month's arttele on Dolby sur-
round sound, the additional
loudspeakers need be DO more
than compact (bookcase type) ht-
fi types that are not too expensive.
Ifpossible, however, choose types
whose efficiency Is about the
same as that ofthe main loud-
speakers: this affords rather
more freedom when the system
is set up as a whole.

D ~edstlng equll'menl

Centre channel
From the inputs ofthe left-hand
and right-hand channels, KI
and K2 in Fig, 5, the stgnals
are taken via buffer amplifiers
ICla and rc., to R51 and R52,
and then summed in preset P6'
From there. the stgnal is ap-
plied to ptn 5 of lCg. This IC
contains four e1ectronic po-
tentiometer circuits (of which
only two are used) which func-
tton as VCAs;their amplification
is governed by a control voltage
at pins 9 and 10. The output of
one of the circuits Is available
at pin 7, from where it is ap-
plied to output amplifier lCw.
This circuit provides an out-
put of up 1020 W into 4 Q.
The output ofICIQis applied

to the centre channelloudspeaker
via relay contact Rej b-The relay
is controlled by a simple delay
ctrcutt, Tl, and obviates any
clicks and plops in the speaker
caused by the switchtng on and
off of the processor.
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(R511R521P6)

+

right-hand
track

Q

(lC2bJ

Surround chonnel

The signals at the outputs of JCla and
lC Ib are also applied to the mverttng and
non-tnverttng inputs ofIC2brespectively.
so that the outputofthe op amp is thedif-
ference of the two stereo signals (L-R).
The difference stgnal is applied to a 4th-
order lew-pass filterbased on IC2a,which
limits its upper bandwtdth to 7 kHz. This
antt-aliastng filtering serves to obviate
the formation ofspwious rnbdng products
of the signal and the clock of the follow-
tngdelay Ime. which is based on IC4.This
IC is a 2048-stage bucket brtgade device.
The rate at whtch the interna! electroruc
swttches are opera ted is determined by
IC3.Thts CMOS-IC is designed especially
to generate a low-tmpedance. double-
phase clock. Thespecified values ofits Ire-
quency-determining eomponents, R15.
R16.Cgand PIaliowadelaybetween 10 ms

SURROUND SOUND PROCESSOR

dynamic
compensation

(IC7I1C8)

1"----- -,
I t surroundI I.
I I
I I
I I
...._---- -,

the second electronic potentiometer cir-
cuit in ICg,whose output Is available at
ptn 17. Frorn there, the stgnal ts fed to out-
put arnpllfier ICll. whose amplification
ts identical to that of IClQ'The output of
lell ts applied to the surround loud-
speaker(s) via a seeond eontact on Re j .

Fig. 3. Completed prototype board. Fig. 4. Completed prototype processor.
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expander
IIC61

950012 - 12

Dynomic compensotion
The outputs ofbuffers ICla and IC'b are
also applied to twin comparators IC7b
and IC7c via C31 and C32. The output of
eaeh ofthese eomparators is a reetangular
voltage the frequency of wh ich is a mea-
sure of the variation in the relevant Input
signal. Both outputs are appIied to XOR

gate ICBe• (Remember that an xoagate has
an output onIy when tts inputs are dis-
slrnllar). Integration ofthe output pulses
ofthe gate by R3TC36results in a dtrect
voltage whose amplitude is a measure of

LP
(IC2a)

..
{lC4}

BP
(IC5b1C43)

Fig. 2. Block diagram 01the surround sound processor.

and 30 ms lo be set with PI'
The outputs of IC4 are applied via

buffer IC5a to a lew-pass filter based on
IC5b (identical to that based on IC2a)which
filters outany residue ofthe clock signal.
The cut-offfrequency is 7 kHz. The sig-
nal ts subsequently fed to eompander
lC6, whose input network contains a
high-pass filter. R55-C43. the specified
values ofwhich gtve a lower cut-offfre-
queney ofabout 50 Hz.The overall effect
ofthe low-pass and high-pass filters ts.
ofcourse, that ofa band-pass filteras shown
in F'ig. 2.
The compander JCeontains twoctrcuits

each conststtng of a rectifter, a variable
gain cell and an op amp. In the present
processor only one ofthese circuit is used
and that as an expander. The values of
external components R2,R32 and C23-C29
allow for an expansion factor of 1:1.3.
The surround stgnal Is then applied to
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Fig. 5. Circuit diagram of the surround sound processor.
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SURROUND SOUND PROCESSOR
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Fig. 6. Printed-circuit board tor the surround sound processor. (See also next page)
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the phase difference between
the two stereo stgnals.
This direct voltage is ap-

plied via IC7a (inverted) and
IC7d(non-inverted) to the con-
trol inputs (pins 9 and 10) of
ICg.This arrangement ensures
that when a mono stgnal is
present at the inputs (no or
hardly any phase difference),
the amplification of the VCA
controlling the centre channel
is raised. Conversely, when a
surround signal is present
(largephase difference),the am-
plification of the VCA con-
trolling the surround channel
is increased.
Thedegreetowhich theam-

plification of the VCAs is in-
fluenced by the control stg-
nals is preset by P2 and P3.
When the wipers of these con-
trols are at earth potential,
theamplificationisfixed;when
they are at the opposite end of
their travel, control is maxi-
mum.
Presets P4 and P5 serve to

shift the operating point of
the VCAsto some extent. They
thus make the preset range
wider and, in fact, support
the operation ofP6 and P7. If,
for instance, P7has already set
the surround level to maxi-
mum, P5 enables this to be
increased slightly. The same
applies to P4 insofar as the
level of the centre channel
preset with P6 is concerned.
The currents through R45

and R46 and those through
~S and R50are simply added
together:thereis, therefore,no
interaction between P2and P4
nor between P3 and P5.

Further circuit details
Resistors R3and ~ and diodes
D1-D4 limit the level of the
input signal to a safe value
and are imperative if the stereo
stgnals are taken from the
loudspeaker outputs of the
TV receiver. Note that even
line out terminals sometimes
provide a signal at a levelweIl
above 1 V. If it is absolutely
certain that the Uneoutput level
is 1 V, and this is the only
input, the resistors can be re-
placed by a wire bridge and the
diodes may be omitted.
Bi-colour LEDD6functions

as a kind of signal monitor
that shows the change from
surround channel to centre
channel and vice versa. In the
case ofa surround signal, the
output of ICSeis high. Since
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one output of ICSdis at +8 V,
both inputs of this XOR are
then high, so that its output
is low. This results in the red
segment of D6lighting. In the
case of a centre signal, pin 12
of ICSdis low, so that its out-
put is high, resulting in the
green segment of Dg lighttng.
Inpractice, the changes between
the stgnal are so rapid that
the LED shows a fluent tran-
sition from red to green and
back to red again.
The power supply provides

three differentvoltages.The sec-
ondary of the mains trans-
former is connected to K3'The
12 VInput, afterrectification
and smoothing, results in a
symmetricalsupplyof±16 V,
which is used to power output
amplifiers IClQand ICll.
From the ±16 Vlines, volt-

ageregulators ICl2and ICl3de-
rive a supply of ±8 V, which is
used to power the remainder
of the circuit.
The 12 V line for the relay

is taken directly from K3and
rectified by DS-Dg.

Construction

I

The processor is best con-
structed on the PCS illustrated in Fig. 6.
Since this board is double sided and
through-plated, it is not possible to make
it without special tools and equipment.
Populating the board is straightfor-

ward and should not present undue dif-
ficulties. Note that when the specified
enclosure is used, capacitors C65 and
C66must be not htgher than 38-40 mm.
Use gold-plated connectors for KIand

K2to.ensure good, lasting connections.
The positions for these connectors are at
the edge of the board so that all that is
necessarywhen fitting the board into the
enclosure is drilling a fewholes in the back

o o
oO_---rII

panel through which these sockets can
protrude. Note that they must not touch
the enclosure.
Output amplifiers IClQand ICll are

located at the edge of the board so that
they can be fitted readily to a heat sink.
The ICsmust be electrically isolated from
the heat sink by ceramic washers and heat
conducting paste.
Thephotograph inFig. 3 shows the com-

pleted prototype board.
The main requirements ofthe enclos-

ure are that it is made of metal and that
it provides adequate space for the fln-
ished board.
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Fig. 7. Frequency response of the centre channel.

Apart from KIand K2,fit suitable sock-
ets or spring-loaded terminals at the back
ofthe enclosure for connecting the cen-
tre and surround loudspeakers. Link
these terminals with heavy-duty insu-
lated wire to points 'C' and 'S' and the ad-
jacent earthing points on the board. The
specified mains entry with integral fuse
holder should also be fitted at the back
ofthe enclosure.
The mains on/ offswitch and D6should

be fitted at the frontpanel (forwhicha ready-
made foil is not available). The diode
should be connected to the relevant points
on the board via lengths of flexible
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Fig. 8. Frequency response of the surround channel.
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stranded wire.
Ftnally. link the centre pin ofK3 to the

mass of the enclosure with the aid of a
sold er tag.
The completed prototype ts shown in

the photograph ofFig. 4.
The output amplifters are suttable for

operation with load impedances 2:4 Q,
but not lower ones. Thus, for the SUT-

round channel, two 8 Q loudspeakers
may be connected in parallel only if it is
absolutely certarn that the impedance is
8 0.. If it is not, connect the speakers in
seri es: this is safer. It is essential that the
two speakers are in phase: the +tcrminals
must go to the same terminal on the
board: whether this ts earth or 'S' does
not matter.
The centre loudspeaker must be in

phase wtth the main speakers. Stnce the
relevant VCAfunctions as an Inverter. the
-termtnal of thts speaker must be con-
nected to the earth point on the board:
the -terrmnal to point 'C'.

Ca libration
Start by setting presets P2-P7 to the cen-
tre of their traveI. and PI to maximum
(fully clockwise).
Inject a (mono) speech signal and ad-

just P6 until the sound appears to come
from the centre speaker. wart for a sur-
round signal (indicated by lhe red segment
of Dg ughüngl and turn P7till sound ema-
nates frorn the surround speakers. 00 not
set the level too high. because this leads
quickly to an exaggerated effect. If, how-
ever, it is feit that the desired level can
not be obtained with P6 or P7, as the case
may be. adjust P4 or P5, or both, as re-
qutred.
Next. create a spatial effect by slowly

turrung Pj and P3until thecentrechannel
and the surreund channel seem wellsep-
arated'. It Is more than likely that P6
and/or P7 must then be readjusted. Note
that these controls give an instinctive
'wrong' feel: turning them clcckwtse re-
duces the level.
If the surround speakers gtve exag-

gerated reverberatton. reduce the delay
wtth PI' In the average living room, a
delay of25 ms appears correct: this cor-
responds to PI betng almost at its maxi-
mum setttng.
00 not be surprised if after watehing

and Itstenrng to a number offilms, some
readjustment ofthe controls are found de-
sirable.

Characteristics
The curves in Fig. 7 and 8 show the arn-
plitude vs frequency characteristics of
the centre channel and surround channel
respectively.TheCUIVeswere obtained with
an audio analyser. It is evident that they
correspond closely with the descrtp-
ttons. The -3 dB point of the centre
channel is at30 Hz. The-3 dB points of
the surround channel are at 50 Hz and
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6 kHz; the -6 dB bandwidth is rougWy
30 Hz to 7 kHz.
Figure 8 shows that it does not make

sense to use tweeters with a linear char-
acteristic up to 20 kHz for the surround
channels.
Both curves make it clear that a sub-

woofermustbeconnected to the main chan-
nels and not to tbe centre channel or SUT-
round channel.

Parts list
Resistors:
RI· R2.R27.R2S.~5. R50.Rs3-RSS=47 kQ
R3' ~ = I kQ (see text)
R5-RS. RII. R23= 1O.0kQ. 1%
Hg. R21= 11.8kQ.I%
RIO.R22= 11.0 kQ. 1%
R12.R24= 6.98 kQ. 1%
R13.R25= 4.32 kQ. 1%
R14.R26= 5.62 kQ. 1%
R15= 18kQ
R16=22kQ
Rl7. RIS. R36= 100 kQ
RJ9. R20= 5.6 kQ
R29.R31= 2.2 kQ
R30.R32= 6.8 kQ
R33·R34• R37.~2. Rs7·Rs9' Rsl. %l = 10 kQ
R35= 100 Q
R3S= 2.7 kQ
R39= 270 kQ
~o. ~] = 560 kQ
~3= 15kQ
~= 12kQ
~6. ~S=39kQ
~7' ~9. R51. R52= I kQ
Rss. Rs2 = 560 Q
Rt;o. Rs4 = 4.7 Q
Rs5=5.6MQ
R&;= IOQ
PI = 50 kQ preset
P2-P7 = 10 kQ preset

Capacitors:
CI. C2. C25.C27.C45.C52= 2.2IlF.
polypropylene. pitch 5 rnm

C3. C5.CI6. CIS = 2.2 nF
C4. CI7 = 3.9 nF
C6. C19= I nF
C7. Cs. C20.C21.C30-C34.C39.C44.C47.
C49.C51.C54,C56•C5S= 100 nF

C9 = 100 pF polystyrene. axial
CJO.ClJ. CI3,C35,C63.~,C6rC70= lOOnF.
cerarnic

C12.C36,C60 = 47 IlF. 25 V. radial
C]4. C26= 4. 71lF. 63 V. radial
C15= 270 pF
C22= 68 pF
C23.C59•C61.C62= 10 IlF. 63 V. radial
C24= I IlF. polypropylene. pitch 5 rnrn
C2S= I IlF. 63 V, radial
C29= 220 IlF. 10 V. radial
C37.C3S=47IlF.16V.radial
C40.C41= 100 IlF. 25 V. radial
C42= 150 nF
C43= 68 nF
C46.C53= 22 IlF. 40 V. radial
C4S.C50.C55.C57= 220 IlF. 25 V. radial
C65.C66= 4700 IlF. 25 V. radial
C71= 820nF

SURROUND SOUND PROCESSOR

Inductors:
LI. ~ = IOOIlH
L:J = 150 j.\H

Semiconductors:
Dl~D4= zener diode, 4.7 V
05 = IN4148
06 = bi-colour LEO (green/red)
Os. 09 = 1N4004
BI =SBI02. IOA. 100V. forPCB
mounting

TI=BC517

Integrated circuits:
ICI, IC2 = NE5532
IC3= MN3 10 I
IC4= MN3008
IC5=TL072
IC6= NE571
IC7=TL084
ICs =4030
IC9=TOAI074A
ICJO.ICII =T0A2040
ICI2 = 7808
ICI3 = 7908

Miscellaneous:
KI. K2 = audio socket for PCBmounting
K3= 3-way terminal block, pitch 5 mrn
Re] = relay 12 V. 5 A. 270 Q
Heat sink SK57. 37.5 mm high'
Ceramic washers Type AOS220·
Enclosure 300x45x21O mm (WxHxO)
(ll7 /SxI3/4x81 /4 in)

Mains transformer with 2x12 V, 80 VA
secondary

Mainsentrywith integral fuse holder and
500 mA slow fuse

Loudspeaker terminals (spring loaded)
or suitable audio sockets
Mains on/ off switch
PCB Order No. 950012-1

1950012J

, Avatlable from Dau (UK) LId. 70-75
Barnham Road, Barnham P022 OES.
telephone (01243) 553031



Use your electronlcs know-how to
create great sound! ~
Speaker Builder, the world's only loudspeaker ~~
magazine in English, can show you how to achieve t'i2:..1!1i[.~
excellence in sound from your stereo system. I ~~~ .~

~/. "
,

Z"f~,!,;IJ.~"Whether you're modifying and improving your ..
present speakers or building a new design from
scratch, Speaker Builder contains the latest in
loudspeaker technology. Within its pages, learn
about Thiele-Small design software, build an in-
expensive measurement mike good enough for the
professionals, or simply indulge in reading about
the experiences of others using their technical
skills to improve the sound around them.

Since 1980, Speaker Builder has been exploring .
both the traditionaI and more unusual formats for loudspeakers. From pipes to
corrugated boxes to transmission Iines and e1ectrostatics, every conceivable
medium is discussed. An international forum for speaker enthusiasts the world
over, sharing ideas and designs, Speaker Builder has made it possible for
thousands to enjoy the highest quality sound without straining their budgets.

The publishers of Speaker Builder invite you to use YOUf e1ectronics know-hew to
discover the world of better sound. To subscribe, simply return the form below with
your payment or FAX YOUf credit card order and receive 8 issues of Speaker Builder
for a low introductory rate of.$45 for a one- year subscription. That's a $5 savings
off the regular overseas ainnailed rate, Or you may subscribe for two years at $80
($10 off). o One Year $45 0 2 Years $80

Remittances in US funds drawn on a US bank only.

MCNISA Nl.t4BER EXP.DATE

NAME

ADDRESS

~ ~ ~
SDeaker Builder

PO Box 494, Peterborou[h, NH 03458-0494 USA
(603}924-9464 or FAX (ti03}924-9467 24 hours

IF AN
#ADVERTISIN

PRINT, IS IT PROPER?
Most advertisements are perfectIy proper.
A few are not.
The Advertising Standards Authority not only

monitors over 850 advertisemenLs every month, iLensures
compliance with the rules in the strlct Code of Advertising
Practice.

So when you question an advertiser. they have to
answer to us.

1b find out more about Lhe role of the
ASA, please write to the address below.

Advertising Standards Authority,
Department X. Brook House, Torrington
Place. London WClE 7HN. J.lS.A
Thls space Is donated In the Interests or high standards In aäverttsements.

Corrections
Surround Sound Processor
(February 1995)
The overlay for the prtnted-
circuit board was not shown
on p. 30 as stated; instead,
the track layoutwas repeated.
We apologize for any incon-
venience this may have
caused. Thecorrectillustra-
tion is shown adjacent.
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Overlay tor the peB tor the Surround Sound Processor (February 1995)
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SWITCHBOARD
Switchboard atlows all PRIVATE READERS
of Elektor Electronics ane FREE advertise-
ment of up to 108 characters, inc!uding
spaces. cammas, numerals, etc., per month.

Write Ihe advertlsement, wh ich MUST
relate 10 electronics, in the coupon on this
page; it MUST INCLUDE a private telephone
number or name and aodress: post office
boxes are NOT acceptable.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) can not
accept responsibility for any correspondence
or Iransaction as a result of a free advertlse-
men! or of any inaccuracy in the text of such
an advertisement.

Advertisements will be placed in Ihe order
in which they ere received.

Elektor Electronics (Pubtishing) reserve
Ihe right 10 refuse advertisements wilhoul
giving reasons or without returning them.

WANTED. RAM Type for ICL DRSM50/16 PC
clone; cannot get SIMM modules to work. Please
phone (01421) 421294.

WANTED. Elektor Electronics 1988-1992.
Please write to Henrik Brodersen, Skovvej 317,
DK-7000, Frederica, Denmark.

WANTED. Data-numerie tube NEC CD76LD
866? Transformer aet QOO 05A 8843?

Any information on HRB - Singer - SR - 3A?
Maico? Antenne rotator TRA4?

Schematics, etc. US Army receiver BC-312N and
BC-342N.

Please write to Manty Kauko, Sotkonkuja 4, Fin
40270 Palokka, Finland.

FÜR SALE. Levell TG200M RC Oscillatcr,
1 Ha-I MHz. Ideal for audio testing end/er cali-
bration. Bargain at f. 50 + p&p. Phone (01603)
759339.

FüR SALE. EPRüM programmer/emulator ro
use with Elektor Electronics prize winning soft-
ware. Can be built for f. 15. For details phone
(01253) 825381.

FüR SALE. Elektor Electronics issues 76-2;
*77-16; *78-20; 79-11; 80-13; *81-11; *82-12;
*83-11; *84-11; *85-14; 86-11; *87-12; 88-7. *'
means complete year. f. 5 ea plus p&p, or f. 4 ea
complete year plus p&p. Will trade where possible.
Magbase lists a11 Elektor Electronics construc-
tional projects for f. 10 via e-mail. Demo free via
e-mail (except above missing ones) p&p extra.
Reply to sandeman@plessey.co.za or write to
Barry Sandeman, 6 Marloth Road, Tygerhof
7441, Capetown, South Afriea.
Phone +27 21 7102517 (0800-1630 h)
or +27 21 525841 (1900-2300 h) SA times

LETTERS
Sampling-rale converler
settings
I have been a subscriber for near-
Iy twenty years. having benefited
from many circuit diagrams. prl-
vately as weil as in my profes-
sional capacity.
The 5ampling-Rate Converter pub-
lished in your October 1996 issue
caught my attention. If I under-
stand the article correctly, this
design mayaiso be used as a
copybit eliminator in conjunction
with a MiniDisc player, without the
need for mternal modifications to
the player. Digital copying could
be accomplished via the optical
inputs and outputs of the MiniDisc
equipment and the sampling rate
converter. I am, however. not quite
sure how to set DIP switches 51
and 52. 00 I have to make addi-
tional settinqs? I am convinced
that many more readers will be
interested in using the sampling
rate converter as a copybit elimi-
nator.

J.P. Demarsin

You are rightl Unlortunate/y, the
switch settings create so many
possibilities thai you can nol see
Ihe wood lor Ihe Irees. Admil-

Elektor Electronics

Send this coupon to
Elektor Electronics (Publishing)

P.O. Box 1414
Derchester DT2 8YH

England

Block capitats please - one character 10 each box

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS 1/97

Name and eddress MUST be given

ledly, it too« us a whi/e 10 ligure
out how SI and S2 have 10 be
sei 10 achieve such a digital
copying lunction.

Although we have little experi-
ence with MiniOisc eauomem,
it should be possible. in princi-
pie. 10 transfer signals digilally.
Theplayer Ihen mainlains a sam-
plmg rale 0144.1 kHz.
The lollowing swilch settings
lurn the sampling tste converl-
er info a copy unit:

S2:
SI: 1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

afl ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON

(ON = swilch closed; OFF =
swilch opened). This setting
applies 10 a converler oulpul Ire-
quency of 44. 1 kHz; Ihe cryslal
frequency is Ihen 33.8688 MHz.
When a OAT lape has 10 be
copied (48 kHz). switch 6 is set
to ON. and switch 7 to OFF,while

1/97

a crystal frequency of
36.864 Mhz should be used.
Finally, be sure to respect the
copyrights vested in any music
material you are copying.

Noisy Surround-Sound
processor
I have built your Surround-Sound
Processor (January 1996). and it
works great as far as TV surround
sound is concerned. It does, how-
ever, have a flaw: the circuit pro-
duces rather a lot of noise. This
noise is always present (even il
the TV is switched off). but
becomes much louder when sur-
round sound is actually sent to the
rear speakers: the volume of the
relevant VCA in ICg is then turned
up. The latter fact suggests that
the noise is generated at some
location along the signal path
starting at the inputs and ending
at IC6. The noise level is actually
so annoying in the living room that
the volume setting on the surround
channel has to be turned down to
stop the annoying background
noise with normal TV pro-
grammes.
Have you received similar com-

.:
plaints from other readers both-
ered by this problem. and can you
suggest ways of eliminating the
noise, or at least reduce it?

L. Pattison

The noise produced by Ihe
decoder emanates mainly from
Ihe buckel-brigade memory,
which is aclually a long cascade
of capacitors which are sup-
posed to pass Ihe signal. This
noise may be lessened by
increasing the inpu: signal teve;
and affenualing the outpul level.
ThaI is easily accomplished by
replacing resistors R5 and R7 by
4.99-kQ types (1%) and chang-
ing R56 to 10kll.
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UPGRADE YOUR CAR BATTERY
CHARGER

, '

~I~·"":-';.&..~ ~
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Many car battery chargers costing not more than 1::12-1::15are
pretty spartan devices. Car owners should beware of using
such chargers wh ich otter no protection whatsoever. This
article describes a simple upgrade circuit that adds voltage
and current llmltinq, and polarity reversal protection, to such
inexpensive chargers.

Design by L. Lemmens

IN spttc of their low prtce, many
cheap battery chargers look, weil,

impressive because of their smartly
finished case, heavy-duty switches,
solid connecttng cables and robust
clamps. Considering that the case con-
tains a powerful matns transformer ,
such acharger is certainly not too dear
at a price between 5:5 and 5:15. A ptty.
though, that these chargers lack any
form of voltage Cf current regulation.
Chargers which offer these features
are, of course, more expensive. typt-
cally between 5:25 and 5:30.
So why not design an upgrade cir-

cutt for all those cheap chargers. and
make them competitive with thetr reg-
ulated. but much more expensive.
counterparts? As illustrated by Fig, 1.
most cheap chargers have plenty of
space inside to fit a prtnted circutt
board and some warning devtces to
stgnal overload or error condttions.
The board described here does not

require complex modifications to the
low-cost charger. In fact. it 1S simply
connected in series with the output.

How it works
The ctrcutt diagram of the battery
charger upgrade ts shown in Fig. 2.
The circutt is intended for ]2-V charg-
ers with a maximum capacity of about
7 A. The essential tngredtents are a
voltage regulator. lei, a current lirn-
iter, IC2, and a 'btg' output transistor.
T2. The latter functions as the power
stage for both the voltagc and the cur-
rent ltrruter, and perforrns the actual
regulatton. Two potentiometers are
available to set the maximum battery
voltage and the maximum charge cur-
rent. If the set values are exceeded, the
charging current ts interrupted. and a
LED Iights to tell you that something ts
amiss. Similarly. a buzzer sounds
when the battery is accidentally con-

nected the wrong way around.
The connections shown at the left-

hand side of the circuit diagram are
connected to the output of the battery
chargcr. while those at the rtght-hand
side go to the battery terminals.
A high-power diode. Dg, is inserted

into the positive line to make sure that
no darnage can be caused by connect-
tng the charger outputs the wrong way
around to the inputs of the ctrcutt.
Interestingly, the diode also allows the
extsttng bridge rectifier in the charger
to be skipped, and the inputs of the
upgrade ctrcutt to be connected di-
rectly to the secondary of the mains
transformer. The diode is followed by
t:wolarge reservoir capacitors, C7 and
Cs. which smooth the direct voltage.
The chargtng current drawn from

the mains transformer is fed to the
battery via power resistor R11 and
transteter T2. As already mentioned,
the transistor is part and parcel of the
voltage limner and the current limiter.
Since voltage limiting is the most im-
portant Iunction for a battery charger,
it will be discussed first.
Voltage divider Rg-P1-Rg is con-

nected in parallel with the battery. The
scaled-down battery voltage is com-
pared to a ftxed reverence level of 4.7 V
by comparator lC I. The reference volt-
age is obtained from a zener diode, D2.
As long as the voltage at the -input of
ICj ts lower than the reference level at
the +input, the comparator output will
be high. Transistor TI is then swttched
on and consequently supplies base
current to T2. The result ts that the
chargtng current is allowed to Ilow
from the mains trans former to the bat-

Fig. 1. Bleak House! Although they repre-
sent good value for money, most off-the-
shelf car battery chargers have a pretty
barren interior.
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tery. Ir, after some time, the battery
voltage rises above the threshold set
with PI. the comparator output swings
low, caustng TI and T2 to be switched
off. Stnce the cathode of diode D1 Is
then pulled to ground, this LEO draws
just enough current (via R.) to light.
Transistor T2 remains off until the

battery voltage drops below the set
threshold agatri. That happens as a re-
sult of self-dtschargmg. or because a
load starts to draw current. The dtvtde
ratto of the voltage divtder is ad-
justable between 2.2 and 3.25 with the
aid of potentiometer PI' Multiplying
these values with the reference voltage
(4.7 VJ, a voltage limiter span of 10.4 V
to 15.2 V is obtained. A fuHy charged
battery normally supplies 13.8 V.
The current limiter function ts pro-

vided by comparator IC2 and current
sensing resistor R11. The inputs of IC2
are connected to voltage dividers
whose drvide rattos are near ly equal.
One, however, has a potentiometer
(P2).and is connected behind sertes re-
sistor R11 instead of ahead of it. When
the chargtng current rtses to an abnor-
mal level, for instance, because of a
faulty cell in the battery, the voltage at
junction R,-RiO drops below that at
junction R2-Ra. Consequently. the out-
put of comparator IC2 drops low. draw-
ing away the base current of TI' This
causes the se ries regulator to be
switched off and LEO 04 to light that
and the current ltmtter has been actu-
ated. In other words. an overload con-
dition has been detected.
Because of the instability of the

chargtng current and the voltage
across C7 and Cs, the onset point of
the current limiter is far less accu-
rately defined than that of the voltage
ltmrter discussed above. The chargmg
current drops when the battery voltage
rtses. while the input voltage drops
when the charging current rises.
Fortunately, accuracy Is not terribly
important in thts respect. The eurrent
limiter butlt around IC2 really acts as a
'dead stop' in case a sertous problem
oceurs, and is perfect for that func-
tion.
The opamps are powered by a sup-

ply which takes its input voltage from
the charger's mains transformer. The
12-V supply is entirely conventional.
being based on a three-ptn fixed volt-
age regulator type 7812 and the usual
decouphng capacitors.
Ftnally. thc polarity of the con-

nected battery is detected in the stm
plest possible way, If the battery ts
connected the wrong way areund.
diode D7 conduets, and buzzer Bz1
sounds.

Construction
The upgrade circutt ts best butlt on the
printed circuit board shown in Fig. 3.
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lMPROVE YOUR CAR BATTERY CHARGER
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Fig.2. The main components in the circuit are two comparators and a high·power darlington-
type series transistor. Resistor R11 functions as a current sensor.

Construction should not present prob-
lems. Resistor Rjj must be mounted a
little above the board surface because
tt may run fatrly warm. Similarly, tran-
sistor Tz must be fitted wtth a heat-
sink. or it may be secured agatrist the
inside of the charger enclosure with
lhe aid of a good-quality electrical in-
sulation set.
The extension circult is simple to in-

stall in the battery charger. Disconnect
the rectifier brtdge outputs from the
battery output wires. Connect the in-
puts Iopen arrows) of the extension
board to the brtdge recttfter outputs.
Next, connect the outputs of the ctr -
euit (solid arrows) to the battery out-
put wires. That ts all. Use heavy-duty
wire for the connections - a cable
strength of 2.5 mm'' or greater is rec-
ommended.

Adjustment
The circuit is adjusted as Iollows.

(1) Connect an adjustable power sup-
ply instead of a battery. Shunt the
power supply with a 27 -Q, 5-watt
resrstor.

(2) Set the power supply to the voltage
level at whrch the voltage limiter
should act, for instance, 13.8 V.

(3) Set PI for minimum reststance, and
switeh on the battery charger.

(4)Adjust PI until LEO 0 I just starts
to light.

Next., proceed wtth the current Iirnfter

adjustment. This requtres an ammeter
and a 'na!' battery or an adjustable
high-power resistor. The resistor is
more handy of the two. allhough it
may be hard to find because of its rat-
ings: adjustable between 2 Q and
about 5 Q, and capable of dissipating
up to 100 W.

(5) Connect the load resistor to the
battery terminals. and insert the
ammeter in the circutt. Swttch the
ammeter to the IO-A range.

(6) Switch on the battery charger, and
adjust the power resistor for the de-
sired maxtmum current, for exam-
ple, 5 A.

(7) Adjust P2 until LEO 04 just starts
to light. lf the span of the preset is
too small, resistor RIOmay be made
a litlle smaller.

Practical use
The circuit offers a reasonable degree
of proteenon against rmsuse. It is, for
instance. capable of wtthstanding re-
verse polartty at the input as weil as
lhe output. If 03 lights, either the
input voltage or the battery is con-
nected the wrong way around. If D3
Iights and the buzzer sounds. the error
ts at the battery connecüons.
Ftnally. a word about the voltage

limiter adjustment. Referrtng back to
what has been said about the main
charactertstics of lead-acid batteIies in
the article 'Motrve-battery charger'



POWER SUPPLlES AND BATTERY CHARGERS

Fig. 3. Printed circuit board artwork (board available ready-made through the Readers
Services). '

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R,;R2;R5 = 47kQ
R3;R8 = 27kQ
R4 = 10kQ
R6 = 1kQ5
R7 = 2kQ2
Rg = 12kQ
R10 = 22kQ
R11 = 0.1Q 5W
P';P2 = 10kQ preset H

Capacitors:
C';C6 = 1nF
C2;C3 = 100nF
C4 = 220IJF 40V
C5 = 22IJF 25V
C7;C8 = 2200IJF 40V

Semiconductors:
0,;04 = low-current LEO (red)
O2 = 4.7V 0.4W zener diode
03 = LEO, green
05 = BYW29-100
06 = 1N4001
07 = 1N4148
T, = BC547
T2 = BOV64B
IC,;IC2 = CA3130
IC3 = 7812

Miscellaneous:
Bz, = d.c. buzzer, 12V.
Heat-sink for T2, e.g., Fischer type
SK59,7K/W.
Printed circuit board, order code
940111-1 (see page 78).

(Ref. 1), a battery is normally 'fully
charged' if the cell voltage is between
2.2 V and 2.3 V. The voltage level for
triekle charglng of lead-acid batteries
'is, therefore, normally set to 13.8 V.
Also, as a rule of thumb, the amount of
energy to be put into the battery is
about 1.1 to 1.2 times the amount of
energy drawn from it. For example, a
completely discharged 40-Ah battery
has to be charged 12 hours at a cur-
rent of 4 A.
The maximum current that can be

supplied by the present upgrade board
is about 7 A. Larger currents will de-
stroy diode D5 because it has a maxi-
mum rating of 8 A. Transistor T2 is
capable of passing up to 12 A. If the
circuit develops a malfunction, it ts,
therefore, advisable to check D5 first.

(940111)

Reference:
Fig.4. If you have finished soldering, your 1. Motive-battery charger, Elektor

L..... --'b~o""a"_'rd=_=sh'_"o::..:u:..:.ld=_.:..:Io::..:o:..:;k'_'I.:..:.ik:=ec...:t.:..:.h=is.Electronics October 1994.
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LETTERS 
6-V lead-acid battery charger 

Dear Ed i to r4  am hoping you can help 
me with a seemingly simple problem. 

My present Lambretta rectifier unit 
(6 Vat 12A) has packed up and I wish to 
replace itwith a home-made battery ch%- 
ingunit. The powerissupplied from acoil 
on the bike's magneto. As I have been 
unemployed for the past five years. I can- 
not afford Lambretta'sextortionate  rice 
for areplacement unit, so I trust you can 
supply me with the circuit diagram of a 
suitable unit. 
A. Appley. Bromley. Kent. 

As luck would haue it. we hawjustpub- 
lishedadesign thatshould meetyourpre- 
sent needs exactly: '6 V motive-battery 
charger' iJuly/August 1995. p. 921. 

[Editod 

Reception of Manx Radio 
Dear Editor-For a couple of years now. 
I have been writing to different radio ad- 
vertisers: what I would like to do is fitmy- 
selfup with whatever equipment it takes 
torecetveManxRadio(1368ml. F o r m e  
reason. I have never ever received any in- 

[The letter continues with many notes 
and suggestions on the construction of 
the unit--copies of the complete letter 
can be obtained on request from our 
Editorial Office in Dorchesterl. 
Bruce Williamson. Melton Mowbray 

Unfortunately. you have misread both the 
circuit diagramand the parts list: the mi- 
crophone around which the unit is de- 
signed and tested is a n  MCE2500from 
Morlaror lll'hirfi is avnilabl~~.from. among 
others. C-lElecfronirsarahoul£Sl. Ifuol~ . 
haue trouble in obtaining this, please let 
us know. 

None the less. thank you very much 
for your interesting and detailed letter. 

[Editor] 

Figuring it out 
Over the past year. there has been cor- 
respondence between Mr Ritchie of 
Fraserburgh, Scotland. and Mr 0. Bishop. 
author of the 20-part series 'Figuring it 
Out'which ended in our November 1994 
issue. The correspondence was protracted 
owing to Mr Bishop's moving to New 
Zealand. 

The main reason for the correspon- 
dence was Mr Ritchie's comment that 
the derivation of Equation 115 in Part 
14 (March 1994) was flawed. Mr Bishop 
commented to this as  follows: "In Part 14 

formatin nn what I amasking for. Mav il thrrrwasanarithmrtirerrorindcrivin~ 
is ills1 slnlnlv im~ossiblc or i~obodv can Ell. 1 12. he equation should have becrl " . A  . 
explain it to me or they don't know how 
to do it themselves. 

The reason I keep pursuing my quest 
is that I look at different electronics mag- 
azines and I see places like Slovenia. 
Liechtenstein, Turkey, and so on, being 
able to be reached by amateur radio. I put 
on my household radio, scan the waves 
and it is guaranteed that 1 find some- 
body from a foreign country speaking in 
a foreign language. Surely. the Isle of 
Man is not too far away. 

If  I am just plain stupid. then pleaze. 
please, let somebody tell me or even take 
alittle time to explain why these few (130) 
miles cannot be bridged. 
R.J.R. Michelson. Melton Mowbray 

5 0 0 0 ~ + 5 0 0 0 0 ~ t + 5 0 0 0 0 = 4 0 0 t .  
Consequently, the values obtained by 
applying that equation were incorrect. 
Now.C=8x10+-3. D=-8xlCd. andEq. 115 
should be i=0.001913~e-'0~02~4990L1 + 
t(8x10-3)-8~10~. The graph ofthis equa- 
tion has the same general features a s  
that shown in Fig. 1 19. rising to about 1 
mAas before. though rather faster, then 
falling slightly before it begins to rise 
again after about 90  ms. The text de- 
scribing the graph and the conclusions 
to be drawn remain unaffected by this cor- 
rection". 

There remains a'grey' area pertaining 
to ( l )  Eq. 112 in Part 14. which Mr Ritchie 
claims "is based on a fundamentally 
flawed conceDt llike Ea. 1151": 121 Ea. 147 ~~~ ~~~ . . . . .  . 

7 7 1 ~  c.rp. lr[frcrit.ely radialed pou~rrl of in Part 19. whlrh Mr Ritchit.rl;~ims-pro- 
hlanxl<Niio isonlu 2.5 k\V: rhar. r w ~ r h c r  duct's a rrsull wherein ihr enerm dissi- 
with the hilly countryside between the pated is greatly in excess of that stored 
isle and Melton Mowbray prevents good in thesource: aridiculous situation which 
reception of the station. A directional an- could imply that perpetual motion is not 
tenna, suchasdescribedin Smallloopan- only possible, but can be achieved with 
tennas for MW, BCB. LF and VLF' by J. an extraordinary degree of efficiency". 
CarrinourJune/July 1994 issues. may (3) Mr Ritchie's comment that -the an- 
help you receive Manx Radio. swer given to question no. 2 in Part 20 is 

Suggestions and/or comments from wrong and is  subject to the same com- 
other readers are welcome. ment as  (21 above. Mr Bishop has. how- 

[Editor] ever, agreed in principle that the pub- 
lished results quoted were in error and 

Bat detector has advised of the correct solutions. 
Dear Editor-The electret (condenser) These comments are published here 
microphone Type ME2500 (from in the interests ofother readers. The cor- 
MailTech). used in the 'Bat Detector' EE respondenceonthissubject isnow closed 
April 1995. p. 62) is NOTHING like the asfarasthismagazineisconcerned.Any 
sketch on the circuit diagram.. further commentswill have to be directed 

to the author. 
[Editor] 

Surround sound processor 
I am contemplating the building of the sur- 
round-sound processor [EE February 
1995).but I fear a possible problem with 
the linking of the processor to an  exist- 
ing sound system (TV or stereo). 

The article states that the processor 
must be connected to the LINE OUT of the 
wreceiver. I am afraid of apossible snag 
here.TheleveloftheLlNEomorSCARTout- 
put is fixed. since it pertains to a vol- 
ume-independent signal of 1 Vpp. After the 
processor has been set up, the sound 
level of the centre and surround loud- 
speakers will then also be fixed (inde- 
pendent of thevolume setting on thew).  
I fear that this will not lead to the pleas- 
ant listening we are promised. 

What I would like to know, therefore. 
is: "Would it be possible to make use of 
the headphone or external speaker out- 
puts?The centre and surround speakers 
will then follow thevolume setting of the 
main speakers (in the W). But, how will 
the surround processor react when the 
loudspeaker signal is clipped by the zener 
diodes in the input circuits?" 
S. Paternotte 

The design is based on a variable line 
level: the headphone output of a W re- 
ceiver is eminently suitable. However. a 
fixed level, such as that from a s c A R T  
socket. can be used if the main speakers 
aredrimuiaasep~teampl~m~ The line 
signal is then fed to a line input on the ampli- 
fier. 

7he s m d  soundpmssor is fedfrom 
the variable output of the amplwer [or the 
headphone output ofthe W). 

The rating of the zener diodes [DI-D4) 
does not make clipping likely: the maxi- 
mum drive voltage required by the output 
amphfws is about 1 C: well below ffts rating. 

[Editor] 

Upgrade your car battery charger 
The article onp. 34inour February 1995 
issue stated that the circuit can be set up 
wit a variable load of 2-5 R. 100 W. This 
is. of course, a formidable load, which is 
quite expensive. It is considerably easier 
and cheaper to use anumber of parallel- 
connected defect car headlight bulbs 
(normally. the dimmer filament of these 
bulbs goes. but the main beam filemane 
remains intact). A flasher light bulb 
(21 W) and rear light bulb (5 W1 may be 
used for fine adjustment. 
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FOCUS ON: COMPUTER-ASSISTED
DESIGN (CAD) OF SCHEMATICS
AND PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
Computers have evolved rapidly over the past few years, and are now used for
design work that was long thought to be possible by hand only. In modern CAD
systems, for instance, computers have taken over from the traditional pen, paper

and ruler. These tools are now completely replaced by advanced screen
operations. In the field of electronics, too, many aspects of design have been
taken over by the computer. The aim of this article is to show how an electronic

circuit plus associated printed circuit board can be designed rapidly and
efficiently with the aid of a computer.

By our design and editorial staff.

THE times when electronic circuits
were designed with pen and paper on

a drawing board are a few years behind
USo Not only has the computer moved cir-
cuit drawing, copying, fault checking
and editing to the desktop monitor, it has
also greatly simplified and improved the
design process. Furthermore, new possi-
bilities have been added. It is now possi-
ble, for instance, to simulate and check
the operation of an electronic circuit
without soldering a single component.
The thermal behavicur, too, of cornpo-
nents is simple to predict, and 'hot spots',

which are potential sources of trcuble,
are simple to locate beforehand.
Most electronic designers have two

main requirements as regards eomputer-
aided design: (1) software to produce cir-
cuit schema ti es and (2) software to
produee printed clrcuit board artwork.
Both programs are usually supported by
a library editor and a netlist converter.
The former 1S used to edit exiating corn-
ponent parameters stored in Hbraries,
and to ereate new component libraries.
The netlist converter is necessary when-
ever data has to be exchanged between a

schematic drawing program and a PCB
design program from a different manu-
facturer. The net1ist is a fi1ewhich eon-
tains descriptions of all parts used, and
the way they are intereonneeted. In ease
the two programs are related, i.e., pro-
dueed by the same software house, prob-
lems with exehanging data via the netlist
file are unlikely to occur.

Thedrawing board
The very first stage of each design
process is drawing the cireuit diagram. A
number of programs are available for
that purpese. These typieally include a
number of librar-ies which eontain com-
plete component families. The most obvi-
ous of these are passive components,
transistors, analogue ICs, TTL, CMOS,
etc., although tnicrocontrollers, memo-
r-ies and even sensors mayaiso be in-
cluded in the more up-market programs.
The description of each component in a
hbrary comprises its enclosure and the
pin functions. In many eombination
products, this information is divided be-
tween two separate libraries: Ollefor the
circuit drawing program. and ancther fOT
the PCB design program.
In the process of entering the circuit

into the computer, the user picks the
components he or she wishes to use from
the different libraries. Next, the eompo-
nents are interconnected to ereate an
electronic circuit. In same eases, it is pos-
sible to include the enclosure and pinout
information in the circuit diagram al-
ready. That may be very useful because
many logic integrated circuits, for in-
stance, are now available in SMD (sur-
face mount device) paekages, in addition
to the standard DIL case. The pin num-
bering may still be the same, however,
and the choice of enclosure is not usually
an issue until the board is designed.
Consequently, many programs do not
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED DESIGN (CAD) OF SCHEMATICS AND PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

allow you to make your choice until you
have arrtved at the PCB design phase.

Early warnings!
Design faults may already be detected
while the circuit is being entered into the
computer. For instance, the program will
alert you to an integrated circuit whose
supply pins are not connected, 01' fCs
wbose outputs are interconnected. The
so-called error file produced by the pro-
gram'e ERC function (electrical rule
checking) teIls you if tbe circuit conteins
connections which are less usual.
Suspicious, but electrically acceptable,
links are retained, however, and the de-
eision whether or not modifications are
in order is left to the user.
Same programs have two error report-

ing levels. An 'error' indicates a gross
mistake in the circuit, for instance, a
short-circuit on the supply lines, 01' a sig-
nal which runs from a component output
terminal directly to the ground line. A
'warning' is produced if the program has
reasons to suspect that a certain configu-
ration can not work. Error and warning
reports enable you to debug a circuit in
the early stages of design, which is sure
to save time and money later.

Drawing bits and pieces
A useful feature of many circuit drawing
programs is their ability to create, store
and retrieve sub-circuits (also called
modules) which allow circuits to be di-
vided into segments. This function pro-
duces circuit diagrams which are legible
and, therefore, understandable, despite
being very complex. Moreover, modules
may be copied and saved for use in other
circuits, 01' run off on the printer on sepa-
rate sheets. The use of labels and sym-
bolic names for certain junctions in the
circuit enable other designers (and your-
self after a couple of months ...) to read
the circuit diagram without problems.
There are also systems which enable

signal groups (supply lines, address bus,
da tabus, etc.) to be set off from the rest of
the circuit. Furthermore. it ie often possi-
ble to highlight the selected signal group
(for example, a microprocessor's address
01' data bus) on the screen, giving you an
immediate indication of the function of a
particular link 01' group of links.
In a CAD environrnent, making alter-

ations to a circuit is easy by first break-
ing existing links and then entering the
necessary changes. This is in stark con-
trast with the traditional pen and paper
design methods, which are really unsuit-
able for making large changes to an ex-
isting circuit.

Hard copy
For documentation purposes, it is essen-
tial that a circuit diagram can be moved
from the screen to a printer. Any circuit

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS FEßRUARY 1995

Fig. 1. A computer makes it possible to draw electronic circuit diagrams quickly and effi-
ciently. Thanks to the nett ist export option, other programs may use this circuit diagram also
(screen snapshot of Orcad/SOT3).

(edif ADFS: :HardDisc.$.Design3.Netlist

(edifVersion 2 0 0)

(edifLevel 0)

(status

(written

(timeStamp 1994 11 15 22 04 35)

(program "CadMust-NetConvert" (Version "100"»

(comment" by Usarc, the Nether1ands.")

(comment" (c) copyright 1992")

(comment "Input file created at 13 July 1994, 10:07:25")

J
J
(library AIIComponents

(edifLevel 0)

(technology Unspecified)

(ce11 root

(view ADFS: :IDEDisc4.$.Work.Usarc.Man_cor.PCBs.Example3.Schema3

(viewType NETLIST)

(interface

(contents

(instance Cl

(property DEVICE (string "cn»
(property PARTS (integer 1»

(property VALUE (string "10 nF"l)

(property PACKAGE (string ",,»

(instance D1

(property DEVICE (string "DIODE" 1)

(property PARTS (integer 1»

(property VALUE (string "lN4148"»

(property PACKAGE (string ""ll

Fig.2. This text file shows the structure of an EOIF tue. EOIF allows programs from different
manufacturers to communicate with each other.



GENERAL INTEREST

drawing program should offer a wide
range of di-ivers to support at least the
most popular of today's bewildering
range of printers. If the program runs
und er a graphics user interfece, for in-
stance, Windows, use is made of the
printer drivers offered by the 'shell' pro-
gram. The number of CAD software pro-
grams running under Windows is on the
increase recently. The computing power
of today's 486 and Pentium-based ma-
chines allows these complex programs to
run smoothly on a Windows platform.
Hard copy of the circuit diagramts) and
the text files which contain, among oth-
ers, a list of a11parts used, are invaluable
for documentation purposes.
In many cases, the final aim is not to

print the circuit diagram on paper, but to
use 'it to produce a printed circuit board.
That, obviously, requires a means of ex-
porting the output data of tbe circuit
drawing program to a PCB design pro-
gram. The step from electrical design
(circuit diagram) to physical design (cop-
per tracks on a board) is made with the
aid of a netlist. f
Export/import: the netlist

r

AS already hinted at, the netlist has a
key function in each CAD environment.
It is used to convey information between
sub-programs in the CAD system. In
practice, each CAD system has its own
netlist format, which allows a quick ex-
change of data between sub-programs in
the same design environment. The big
disadvantage is that conveying the same
Information to a different hardware
and/or software platform without cor-
rupting the data is fairly difficult.
Fortunately, over the past few years a
couple of standard formats have evolved
for netlists. The most important of these
are EDIF (electronics Design Inter-
change Format) and Spiee. The latter is
of particular interest if you want to feed
your schematic drawing program into an
electronic simulation program. That is
achieved by including, in the netlist file,
information on the electrical behaviour
of the relevant components.
As far as transferring information

from a circuit drawing program to a PCB
design program is concerned, EDIF is the
obvious choice because a11 well-estab-
lished programs support this format. It
should be noted, however, that advanced
options such as back-annotation (i.e.,
comparing the connections list produced
by the circuit drawing program with the
actual connections on the PCB, and vice
versa) are not always possible when
EDIF is used.
Spiee and EDIF are 'all-ASCII' fcr-

mats which can be read and modified by
almost any word processor. As such, they
have essential functions in documenting
a project. Figure 2 shows an extract
from an EDIF listing.
Some of today's more advanced CAD

Fig. 3. After importing the netlist, all compo-
nents are thrown haphazardly on the board.
The result is called a rats nets (screen snap-
snot, zoomed in, program: Ultiboard).

packages also offer macro functions to
generate the netlist. Such macros enable
communication with almost any design
system.

Printed circuit board
design
Based on what sales people will tell you,
you could be lead to believe that design-
ing a printed circuit board with the aid of
CAD software is a trifle. 'Well Sir, just
start by selecting a standard peB size

tn.r t-eo.o-a U1.43. 19 Oct. 19')2

and the desired number of eopper layers.
Next, load the netlist produced by the
drcuoing progrom, and away you go with
the automatie eomponent plocer. Once
that funetion is finished, the components
are at the appropriate positions on the
board, and the auto-router may be ealled
10 finish the job. All you haue 10 do ie uiait
until aperfeet peB layout appears on the
ecreen: That gives you just enough time to
switch on your laser printer and tele-
phone around for the eheapest peB man-
ufaeturer. '
Alas, things are a Iittle more compli-

cated in practice. Although many soft-
ware suppliers boast about the power of
their component placers and autorouters,
few PCB designers will rely on these
tools for the full 100 per cent. In many
cases, the work is split between the corn-
puter and the designer. Supply tracks
and 'critical' analogue networks are then
positioned manually, and the rest of the
work is left to the autorouter to sort out.
In practice, a PCB designer starts by

selecting the board aize, and then the
number of layers. Once that is done, the
screen displays an image which repre-
sents the empty board. Each layer usu-
ally has its own colour. The next step is
to import the netlist produced by the cir-
cuit drawing program. The result is a
rat's nest of components thrown on the
board with a a11interconnections tangled
in a heap. Figure 3 shows an example.
At this stage, it is wise to check that the
parts are in the right enclosures. In
many cases, that is very simple because a
particular component comes in one case
only. The enclosures available for a cer-
tain component should be defined in the

(Cl ULTt.",te TechnololJy 1'41. 1986 1992

~
H1PORT
ZOOM
DISPLAY -, .. /FILES -SHAPES • •COnpOI'tENTS ... - -TJlACES I ..TEXTS "BLOCK 0#
RULES
I'tETL1ST • .. -EXPORT -I1ACROS - - •qUIT • ...~ - -- - " ..- - -... .. •~ - ~ -... ~ J - -M ~ - .... -... - --... - •

"

Fig. 4. Most programs allow a component to be picked up and moved to another location on
the board (program: Ultiboard).
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED DESIGN (CAD) OF SCH.EMATICS AND PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

Fig. 5. Schematics drawing in the Windows era: Ouickroute Pro-s.

"

100ls .Qptions bibrary .symbol tlelp
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component library. The program will
then automatically tell you the alterna-
tives with.each component.
Once the component enclosures have

been decided on, components whase loca-
tion can not be allowed to change, for in-
stance, connectors, are 'fixed' on the
board. Next, the automatie component
placer may be called up. Depending on
the conditions you set up for this utility,
this utility is capable 'of establishing the
optimum position of the components on
the board. Although quite a few condi-
tions and design rules may be defined for
the component placer, most designers
will prefer to da the component place-
ment themselves. An interesting compro-
mise between automatie and manual
component placement is the ability of
some progr-ams to start by locking criti-
cal components at a certain position on
the board. Next, the automatie place-
ment tool is allowed to move the less crit-
ical parts across the circuit board.
Alternatively, some programs allow the
auto-locator to operate on aselected
number of components only.
I. Rotating components, or swapping
pins and gates with logic Ifls, may help
to simplify finding the best possible
board layout. Some CAD program enable
you to define 'keep out' areas on the
board, where no components 01' copper
tracks are allowed. Such areas may be
necessary to enable a hole to he drilled or
fraised later. Alternatively, they may
help to improve the screening between
two sub-sections of the circuit. In most
cases, the software is capable of manag-
ing keep-out areas quasi-automatically.
The use of a grid, finally, makes for a
neat component arrangement on the
board.

Enter the autorouter
When, after careful editing, the best pos-
sible component locations have been es-
tablished, the links between the
components have to be turned into cop-
per tracks. Like component placement,
this so-called 'routeing' may be done
manually 01' automatically. The software
indicates each track drawn by showing a
thin line on the screen, or by highlighting
the copper pads which are being inter-
connected. In this way, the user is able to
find the optimum route for a track across
the board, without running the risk of
forgetting a connection. Should a partic-
ular connection turn out to run less
favourably, it is often possible to relocate
the routeing, 01' undo it, By doing so, the

Fig. 6. Example of a PCS design produced
with the aid of a CAD system (screen snap-
shot, zoomed in, of Quickroute 3.0 Pro-s).
Note that this particular program allows wire
links to run diagonally across the board.
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Fig.7. Protel Advanced Schematic Capture in action.

re1evant component may be repositioned
on the board, or a different track route'
may be defined.
While the track pattern is being built,

screening areas may be defined between
tracks. With large copper areas, it is im-
portant that the program allows them to
be given a raster to facilitate soldering (a
small copper area is easier to heat than a
large one). Screening between parallel
running tracks considerably reduces
cross-talk levels. To ensure that the PCB
layout has a one-to-one correspondence
with the circuit diagram, the PCB design
program should produce a netlist also.
The so-called back annotation utility of
the CAD program then compares the
PCB net1ist with the circuit diagram
nethst. If there are no differences, the
PCB layout is a one-to-one electrical copy
of the circuit diagram. The program will
also check for sbort-circuits between
tracks, 01' tracks which are too elose to
another. If the PCB is modified with re-
spect to the circuit diagram (for instance,
as a result of pin 01' gate swapping), that
will be abundantly clear in this phase of
the design process.
A feature called forward annota-

tion, also referred to as ECO (engineer
change order) appears to be a less well
known than back annotation. Forward
annotation makes it possible to import
changes made with the aid of a circuit
drawing program into an existing board
layout. This is achieved by combining the
net1ist of the modifications with that of
the printed circuit board. Unfortunately,
because the ECO function is fairly diffi-
cult to implement, only a few high-end
CAD packages actually support this use-
ful function.

Thefinal product

The last step in the design phase in-
volves producing transparent films
which can be used by the PCB manufac-
turer. Such films are usually produced
with the aid of a file written in the
Gerber fcrmat. Traditionally, this is an
area dominated by plotters, in particu-
lar, Gerber photoplotters which are the
de facto standard in the PCB production
industry. These plotters use an x-y coor-
dinates system and have a built-in Ii-
brary containing standard images of
copper spots. These spots are on a trans-
parent d.isc, and are transferred to the
photosensitive layer with the aid of a
flash light. The copper tracks consist of
lines draw between two coordinates.
Meanwhile, modernized versions of

the Gerber photoplotter have arrived,
which copy the track image into a mem-
ory,just like a laser pt-inter. Next, the in-
formation is transferred onto film by an
exposure operation.
Gerber files are accompanied by a doc-

ument containing additional information
on technical specs including the metric
standard and the accuracy of the Gerber
data. This information may be required
by the PCB manufacturer to do his pro-
duction equipment settings. Information
representing the hole pattern (Excellon
Ne drill files) and the component mount-
ing plan is supplied in separate files.
Furthermore. a document is supplied
which states the total number of holes to
be drilled, and their sizes.
Finally, more up to date file formats

such as Postscript are reported to gain
rapid acceptance in the PCB production
industry. (950001)

- ,
Addresses

UlitiCap & Ultiboard:
Ultimate Teehnology UK Ltd., 2
Bacchus House, Calleva Park,
Aldermaston, Berkshire RG7 4QW. Tel.
1017341812030, fax 1017341815323.

PCB Designer IWindows 3,1):
Niehe Software, 22 Tavistoek Drive,
Beimon!, Hereford HR2 7XN. Tel.
104321 355 414.

Easy-PC ISchematic and PCB CADI
Number One Systems, Harding Way,
si, Ives, Cambs PE17 4WR. Tel.
1014801461778, fax (01480) 494042_

BoardCapture, BoardMaker,
BoardRouter
Tsien IUKI Ltd., Aylesbury Hause,
Wenny Road, Chatteris, Cambs PE16
6UT. Tel. 1013541 695959, fax (01354)
695957.

Orcad/SDT3
1049 S.W. Baseline s-, Suite 500,
Hillsboro, OR 97123, U.SA Tel. 1+1)
503 640 5007.

QuickRoute
POWERware, 14 Ley lane, Marple
Bridge, Stoekport SK6 5DD. TelJfax
(061) 4497101.

Protel Design System for Windows
Protel Teehnology lnc., 4675 Stevens
Creek Blvd, Suite 200, Santa Clara, CA
95051-6764, U,SA Tel. 1+1) 408 243
8143, fax 1+11408 243 8544.

lay01
Baas Eleetronies bv, Rijksstraatweg 42,
NL-3281-LW Numansdorp, Holland.
Tel. 1+31) 18654211, fax 1+31) 1865
3480.

Programs for analogue simulation
onlv:

Electronics Workbench
Robinson Marshall IEurope) PLC,
Nadella Building, Progress Close,
Leofric Business Park, Coventry,
Warwiekshire CV3 2TF. Tel. 10203)
233216, fax 102031233210,

SpiceAge for Windows
Those Engineers Ltd., 31 Birkbeek
Road, London NW7 4BP. Tel. (0181)
9060155, fax (0181) 906 0969.
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MOSFET LOGIC INVERTERS

l:"l THENEVER you need a smgle in-
VV verter in a digital circuit. con-
stder ustng a MOSFET, which is often
eheaper and easier to fit on the board
than a stx-fold inverter 4049 Je of
which five gates rematn unused.

o

950013·11

Figure 1 shows two legte inverters
based on n-p-n and P-ll-P bipolar tran-
sistors. The base ctrcutt of bath tran-
sistors contains a relatively high value
resistor (for instance. 10 kff}. which
serves to limit the base current. At the
output, a low-value resistor (here.
2.2 kQ) is inserted in the collector line
to drop the output voltage. That brtngs
the parts count of a transistor-based
legte inverter to a total of three.
The above inverter circuits may be

simplified by using MOSFETs (metal
oxide semiconductor field effect rran-
ststor). which operate wtth zero-power
drive signals. Since MOSF'ETs. unlike
bipolar transistors, have a very high
input impedance, they do not need a
current limiting resistor at the gate.
The inverter's component count is
therefore reduced to two. Figure 2
shows schematics of two MOSFET in-
verters. The one to the left is based on
an n-channel MOSFET (equivalent to
an n-p-n tranststor). and the one to

By G. Kleine

2

950013-12

o o

the rtght. on a p-channel MOSFET
(equivalent to a p-n-p tranststor). The
MOSFETs listed in the drawing are
typreal examples of so-called enhance-
ment (or 'normally off) types.
The MOSFET may be looked upon

as a switchable resistar, whtch as-
surnes a very high value at Ugs=O V.
Starting at a certarn value of Ugs (the
so-called pmch-off voltage, Up). the
drain-to-source junction resistance
begins to drop rapidly (see Fig. 3).
MOSFETs typicaUy used for logic in-

verters are the BS170 (n-channel) and

BS250 (p-channell, which are supplied
in T092 packagcs. If you need SMD
(surface mount device) versions, use
the respective equivalents BSSl23 and
BSS84 which come in SOT23 cases.
The pinning of the four devtces ts
shown in Fig. 4. Whenever you handle
MOSFETs, be sure to observe precau-
tions agatrist darnage caused by static
electricity.

950013-14
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The oscillograms in Fig. 5 clearly Il-
lustrate the superiority of MOSFETs
over bipolar transistors when used in
logic inverters. The bipolar type BC550
(Fig. 5a) responds slowly to the nega-
tive-going edge of the input stgnal
(upper trace), causing a tao short and
badly defined inverted output stgnal.
A1though the response of a dedicated
switching transistor type BSX21(Fig.
5b) is a great improvement on the
BC550, the best resuits are obviously
obtained with a BS170 MOSFET (Fig.
5c) which ensures very fast response
and crisp signal edges, (950013)
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THE DIGITAL SOLUTION

Digital circuits operate on
data: facts and numbers

(which are a kind of fact).
Unless a circuit 'knows' some
data, there is nothing for it to
work on; it is just a useless col-
lection of wires and cornpo-
nents. This month, we study
the ways in which digital cir-
cuits can be supphed with
data.

Switches
One of the simplest ways of
supplying data to a digital cir-
cuit is to use a single-pole
single-throw switch, although
various types of switch can be
used. In the circuits of Part 1
we suggested the use of a mi-
croswitch to inform a digital
circui t whether a door is open
or closed. Similarly, a push-
button swi tch on the door in-
forms a door-alert system (and
the occupants of the hause)
that there ia somebody waiting
outside the door. A switch in
the form of a pressure-pad
may be used to inform a secu-
rity system that there is an in-
truder in the room.

TOCOUNTEA•
940120 - 111- 27

Fig.17

Although an ordinary push-
button may be adequate for in-
putting Information to a door-
alert system, there are circum-
stances in which this is tao
simple a solution. Take the ex-
ample of the da or and mi-
croswitch and suppose that, in-
stead of simply lighting a lamp
to show the state of the door,
we want to know how many
tim es the door has been
opened. The switeh is to be
eonnected to a digital counter

Part 3 - Acquiring Data

By Owen Bishop

In this series we look closely at digital electronics,
what it is, what it does, how it works, and its

promise for the future.

eireuit. There is more to be
said about counters in a later
issue but, for the moment, all
we need to speeify 1S that the
counter stete is to be increased
each time its clock input de-
teets a change of level from
high to low. Figure 17 is a cir-
cuit that provides a high out-
put level when the awitch (and
door) is shut and a low level
when the switch (and door) is
open. Operring the door causes
the level to change from high
to low and advances the
counter. Closing the door
causes a change from low to
high, but this has no effeet on
the counter.

DOOA DOOA
SHUT OPENING

,........-..... ,..--J'--..,

~o
OOOA
OPEN~

TIME ---.
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Fig.18

One of the disadvantages of
mechanical switches is that
their contaets open and elose
several times when the switch
is open and when it is closed.
Wheo the switch of Fig. 17 is
opened, the output from the
eircuit may show several
swings between +V and 0 V be-
fore it finally settles to 0 V
(Fig. 18). It may take several
milliseeonds to do thia and pro-
duce numerous short pulses.
This is no problem when we
are using a switch to control
an indicator lamp for the eye
can not detect the flickering of
the lamp. But the digital

counter has a very short re-
sponse time and is easily able
to count a11the pulses shown
in Fig. 18. Counters work fast
and deteet every change of
voltage. It appears to the
counter that the door has been
opened and closed three times
before it is final ly left open.
The effeet 1S know as contact
bounee and is a souree of error.

.ICRO\ ~
'WITCHr "00
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Fig.19

The eure for contact bounce
1S debouncing. Figure 19
shows one way of debouncing
the switch ofFig. 17. The logic
gate 1S a NOT gate, so the mi-
croswitch and resistor have
been interchanged. An ordi-
nary NOT gate can be used, but
it is preferable to use one with
a Schmitt trigger input as indi-

cated by the symbol in the box.
When the door is opened, the
switch opens and the voltage
input to the gate rises. The
gate output falls, which in-
creases the counter state by
one as befcre. The effect of the
capacitor is to make the volt-
age level at the input of the
gate change more gradually; it
partially smoothes out the for-
mer discrete pulses (Fig. 20).
The input voltage rises but, be-
eause of the Sehmitt trigger
input, there is no change in
the state of the output until it
rises above the upper thresh-
old. When the voltage falls
again, it has no effect on the
output unless it falls below the
lower threshold. The capacitor
prevents the voltage changing
to this extent, so there is only
Olle change of state when the
switch is openend, and only
one opening of the door is reg-
istered. Similarly, there is only
one change when the switch is
closed. The circuit would work
with an ordinary NOT gate, but
the advantage of using a
Schrnitt trigger gate is that the
thresholds are set further
apart, so the debouncing is
more effeetive. Debouncing
coroplies with the general prin-
ci ple of digital circuitry that
logic levels are to be high or
low and that intermediate
stetes are to be eliminated as
far as possible.
The drawback of the circuit

of Fig. 17 is that it relies on
the capa citor to smooth over
the irregularities of the opera-
tion of the switch. This intro-
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duces a time factor, for there is
a minimum time required for
the capacitor to be either
charged or discharged to allow
the voltage level to change.
The larger the value of the ca-
pacitor and of the resistors, the
langer the time and the mot-e
efficiently the key is de-
bounced. But this makes it im-
possible for the circuit to re-
spond to genuine rapid
changes in the state of the key.
Figure 21 shows an alterna-
tive debouncing circuit which
is more complicated but allows
for almost instant repetition.
The heart of the circuit is a
set-reset (R-S) bistable (US:
flip-flop). We 5ha11 say more
about bistables in a future
issue, but for the present take
a bistable to be a digital sub-

•
circuit with two inputs (8 and
R) and an output Q. When S is
made high, the bistable is set
and Q goes high. When R is
made high, the bistable is
reset and Q goes low. In this
circuit the inputs are held
high, except when the switch
connects them to 0 V. In the
state shown in Fig. 21, reset is
held high so the bistable is in
the reset state with output Q
low. When the switeh is moved,
the S input immediately goes
high and the bistable changes
state to 'set' with Q high. This
happens on the [irst occasion
the contact is broken. It is a
property of the bistable that,
onee it has been set, it can not
be reset except by a low input
to its reset terminal. Any sub-
sequent rnakes and breaks at
the set terminal have no effect.

Keyboards
When the input to a digital cir-
cuit is by way of more than one
key, the circuit is required to
detect which key has been
pressed. For example, consider
the 6-pad key of Fig. 22. The
keys are numbered 0 to 5. The
output comes from a set of four
R-S bistables, each of which
provides one binary digit (bit)
to make up the output. The
keys are connected to the

--~-----+----+-----~---+----~--.---~s 00
FFO

OUTPUT = DCBA

Oe
FFC

OB
FFa
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anodes of a diode matrix, The
set and re set inputs are con-
nected to the cathodes. The
connections are such that,
when a key is pressed, certain
bistables are set and certain
others reset. The Q outputs
take on the values of the ap-
propriate binary number. For
example, if key 5 is pressed,
the set inputs of bistables A
and C are made high and the
reset inputs of bistables Band
D a re made low. The output
from the bistable array is
0101, the equivalent ofdecimal
5. Actua.lly, we need only three
bistables to encode six keys.
With the foul' bistables shown
in Fig. 22, it is possible to en-
code a keyboard of up to 16
keys.
In Fig. 22 the keys are not

debounced. Debouncing cir-
cuits can be added, but usually
it is preferable, in devices that
are complicated enough to re-
quire several keys, for the cir-
cuit to undertake the debounc-
ing function automatically, The
state of each key 1S monitored
regularly, several times a sec-
ond, and registered in the cir-
cuit. If the state of a key has
changed since it was last moni-
tored, it 1Schecked again to see
if it has settled to a new state.
If so, the new state is regie-
tered. This is known as soft-
ware debouncing and is com-
monly used in computers.
One snag with this type of

keyboard is what to do wben
the operator presses two keys
at the same time. This can eas-
ily happen with fast typing

At
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since one key may not have
been released before the next
one is pressed. The solution to
this is to use a priority
encoder, This is a logic circuit
that gives priority to one
input, usually that of higher
magnitude. Thus, if keys 3 and
5 are pressed at the same
time, the output of the priority
coder is 5.
Keyboard encoders are

available as integrated circuits
(ICs) containing all the logic
necessary to produce a binary
output related to the number
of the key being pressed. The
sirnplest version is a 16-to-4-
line encoder (Fig. 23) This ac-
cepts inputs from up to 16
keys; Olle of the 16 input lines
is made high when a key is
pressed. The circuit produces
an output on foul' lines; the
output corresponds to one of
the 4-bit binary numbers 0000
(=010) to 1111 (=1510). Aß might
be expected, a large number of
logic gates is required to per-
form this operation, but there
is plenty of room for these on
an IC. To illustrate the pr-inci-
ple, Fig_ 24 shows the logic of
a 3-line to 2-line encoder.
Pressing any one of the keys 1
to 3 automatically generates
tbe binary numbers 01 to 11 on
the output lines. No key is re-
quired for zero, since the re-
sistors pull aU inputs down to
o V when no key is pressed. An
encoder such as that in Fig. 23
has additional outputs for pre-
venting errors. One of these is
astrobe output, which is nor-
mally high but which goes low
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Fig.24

when any key 1Spressed. This
output is connected to a delay
sub-circuit which prevents the
output from the other lines
passing to the remainder of
the circuit until sufficient time
has elapsed for the key state to
become stabilized. This is a
form of debouncing. There is
also a rolle ver output which
goes low when tWQ or more
keys are pressed at the same
time, allowing the circuit to
recognize and take steps to ig-
nore the consequent decoding
error.
The most eomplex keyboard

encoders can accept inputs
from the 80 or more keys of a
computer keyboard, and in-
clude the circuitry for debounc-
ing and far rollover avoidance.
They may also include a mem-
ory so that the most re cent
keystrokes are stored if the op-
erator occasionally types faster
than the computer can re-
spond.

Keyboard scanning
When a large number of keys
has to be encoded, we do not
provide each key with an indi-
vidual input to the encoder. We
res ort to keyboard scanning.
There is no dependence on spe-
cially wiring-up the keyboard
with diodes or other devices.
Scanning is another example
of software taking over the
funetions of hardware. A typi-
eal remote control IC (based on
Plessey's TYpe MV500) is
shown in Fig. 25. It uses key-
board seanning for a keyboard
of 32 keys (though not as many
keys as this need actually be
installed). The IC has three
outputs which are current
sources and eight inputs that
are current sinks. The sources
correspond to the rows of the
keyboard and -the sinks corre-

spond to the columns. Each
source in turn produces a
pulse, so seanning the rows
one at a time. As eaeh row is
scanned, the sinks are moni-
tored to see whieh one, if any,
is receiving a pulse, so sean-
ning that row. If a pulse is re-
ceived by a sink, it indicates
that the key being pressed eon-
neets that souree to that sink.
This identifies the number of
the key being pressed. The eol-
umn decides the two digits at
the extreme right and the row
deeides the three digits at the
extreme left. Tbus, pressing
the shaded key in the diagram
gives the output 01101. The IC
cycles rows and columns re-
peatedly, producing an appro-
priate output whenever a key
depression is detected.

Pulsedetection
Aremate contral transmitter,
such as the one referred to
above, produces an output of
eoded pulses depending on
whieh control key is pressed.
This output 1S transmitted to
the controlled device, such as a
TV set. The eleetrical pulses
from the Ie may be converted
to pulses of infra-red (IR) light,
or ultrasound, or sent as volt-
age levels on a wired connec-
tion. We shall have more to say
about long-distance Iine trans-
mission of digital signals in a
later issue but, for the mo-
ment, let us look at some of the
problems associated with the
reception and recognition of
digital signals from nearhy
source.
A digital signal does not

necessarily eonsist of a pulse,
as such. The essentials of a
digital input are that there are
two distinet levels and there is
an alm ost instantaneous
change of state from one level
to the other. We ha ve already
described how pressing a key
causes a change in voltage
level from low to high. A ther-
mistor -circuit such as that in
Fig. 26 has an output which is
normally low hut whieh goes
high when the temperature
(perhaps room temperature)
rises above apreset level. This
may provide one of several in-
puts to a digital logic system
controlling central heating.
Note the Sehmitt trigger gate,
which is intended to give a
positive action to the circuit. It
acts as an amplifier, for a very
small change input volta ge
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around one of its thresholds
produces a swing in output
voltage from high to low,or low
to high. Tbe other aspeet of the
Schmitt trigger action is its
hysteresis, described earlier.
Onee the temperature has ex-
ceeded a certain level, it needs
to drop several degrees below
that level before the output re-
verts to its original low-tem-
perature state. The reverse ap-
plies as the temperature falls.
This is the equivalent of de-
bouncing a switeh; it prevents
the room heatirig from being
switched on and off for very
short periods when the tem-
perature 1S hovering around
the transi ticn point. Looking
at this from a different point of
view, the trigger circuit, in con-
junct.ion with the fact that sig-
nificaut temperature changes
are usual1y slow, acts as a
filter. It ignores short-term
variations in temperature, but
responds to long-term changes.
Similar circuits can be used to
monitor other physical quanti-
ties sueh as light (photodiode),

•
Fig.26

Fig.25

mechanical strain (strain
gauge), magnetie field (Hall-ef-
feet device), and vibration
(piezoelectri c crystal, micro-
phone). In the case of a cireuit
designed for deteeting light
levels, we may need to include
a high-pass filter to eliminate
the effeets of long-term light-
ing changes such as those
brought about by weather con-
ditions or the time of day. Yet,
the circuit responds to the
rapid changes of level pro-
duced by arr-iving pulses. The
high-pass filter may need a
cut-off frequency as low as
20Hz so as to eliminate the ef-
feets of mai ns-frequency inter-
ference, either electromagnetic
effects or, in the case of light
sensors, the f1uetuations of
room lighting, particularly
where fluorescent tubes are in-
stalled.
Summarizing the foregoing,

a typical eircuit has a sensor,
an amplifier and a device to
sharpen the response. A
Schmitt trigger gate is only
one way of processing the sig-
nal from the sensor. Many
other designs of circuit are de-
ployed, using comparators or
amp1ifiers with special charac-
teristics. The amplifiers may
also incorporate a filter of
eome kind. Finally, an input
circuit needs an interface so
that signal levels within the
detector circuit may be con-
verted to those of the logic sys-
tem to which it is connected.
A typical infrared detector

cireuit is shown in Fig. 27. It
could be used for detecting the
pulses transmitted from a TV
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remote controller (Fig. 25). The sensor is
a reverse-biased IR photodiode. Tbe diode
element is enclosed in a plast.ic package
which permits only JR light to enter. A
small reverse current passes through the
diode; this 18very small in the absence of
IR light and increases when a pulse ar-
rives. It flows to the Ie where it is ampli-
fied and causes the output to switch be-
tween low and high Iogic levels. In the
ca se of remote control, the signal is a se-
ries of pulses. The pulses are all of the
same width, so that it is only necessary
for the circuit to detect the arrival of a
pulse, not its exact duration. The circuit
has to detect only a sudden increase in IR
level against the continuously changing
background levels and interference from
other devices such as filament lamps and
beaters. It is the duration of the interval
between the arrival of one pulse and that
of the next pulse that is used to code the
control signal. This is known as pulse po-
sition modulation (PPM) and will be de-
tailed in a Jater issue.
A similar circuit is used in a bar code

reader. The source of light is a laser beam
of red light, which is of high intensity and
very narrow. The high-intensity spot of
light is used to scan aeross the bars.
Sinee it is laser light, whieh is monochro-
matic, there are no blurring effect owing
to differential refraction in lenses and

+)-----~------,
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mirror in the system. The bar
code is read by swiping the
code panel across the beam or
by scanning a deflectable
beam across the panel. The re-
flected light is monitored by a
detector circuit. The bars and
the gaps between them are of
different widths. It does not
matter whether the scanning
is exactly perpendicular to the
array of bars, nor is the exact
speed of the scan important,
for it is the relative lengths of the pulses
and pulse intervals that are decoded.

HIGH

LOW

Magnetic sensor
Figure 28 illustrates a sensor circuit for
detecting the presenee of a ferromagnetic
object or a magnet. The IC includes a
Hall-effect device and an am-plifier whieh
produces a binary output compatible with
logic lCs. This sensor has many applica-
tions in the control of machines because
it is able to detect when metal parts (or
non-metal parts bearing a small magnet)
are in a certain position. If a magnet is
attached to rotary parts and the Hall-
efect device is placed so that the magnet
sweeps past it at each rotation, the num-
ber of pulses generated can be counted. A
timing circuit counts the number of
pulses within a set period of time and the
circuit functions as a tachometer.
The output of a Hall-effect device

swings sharply up or down when the
magnetic field changes in a certain way.
For example, IC Type TL170C is sensitive
to field direction. It is switched on (output
goes logic high) when the field strength
exceeds 25 mT. To switch it off, the field
must reverse to become -25 mT. By com-
parision, the TL172C is sensitive to field
strength. It is turned on when the field
strength exceeds 45 mT, and is turned off
when the field strength falls below 22 mT.
The action shows hysteresis, and is the
same as that of a Schmitt trigger. One ap-
plication of this is to make bounce-free
keys. The base ofthe key contains a Hall-
effect device and a small magnet is
mounted in the key-top. When the key ie
pressed, the magnet is brought eloser to
the Hall-effect device, which is turned on.
There is no making or breaking of con-
tacts but just a single transition from low
to high, ideal for input to a logic circuit.

Phase-Iocked loop
In many environments, there is the diffi-
culty of sensing pulses against a noisy
background. Take the detection of light
pulses as an example. The noise may be
of the random type, for example, flashes
of light or interruptions of light caused by
objects and people moving in the area
surveyed by a light sensor. Or it may be
by regular pulses genera ted by various
sources such as a mains-powered lamp or
a remote controller for some other digital
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circuit. It is usually easy to deal with the
second type of noise, either by filtering as
explained earlier 01' by operating differ-
ent remote control circuits with different
pulse timings so that each circuit recog-
nizes only its own controller. Random
noise is more diffieult to anti cipate and
ignore. The solution is to contrast the
randomness by the use of signals that
have a high degree of regularity. Then the
detecting circuit will be most easily able
to distinguish between noise and signal,
even if the amplitude of the noise is of the
same order as that of the signal.
A very successful approach to this

problem is to superimpose the signal
(which is very regular in form) on to a
corrier signal (which is even more regu-
lar). The highly regular modulated signal
is more easily detected against random
background. The carr-ier signal has a
higher frequency than the digital signal
and is 100%modulated by it to give a se-
ries of tone bursts instead of aseries of
pulses (Fig. 29). The detector circuit
looks for the carrier signal and detects
whether it is present (epulse) 01' absent
(ednterval between pulseel.
The carrier signal is detected by a

phase-locked loop, a circuit that can be
tuned to the carrier frequency. A block di-
agram of a circuit based on the Type 4046
phase-locked loop Je.is shown in Fig. 30.
The input to the circuit comes from the
sensor (such as a photodiode or piezoelec-
tric vibration sensor) and consists of a
nominally square wave at the carrier fre-
queney, modulated by the digital signal.
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The PLL has its own local oscillator gen-
erating a continuous square-wave signal.
Its frequeney is controlled by a voltage
input, so it is a voltage-controlled oscilla-
tor (VCO). The frequency may be divided
down by a counter, the degree of division
depending upon the applieation. In some
applications, there is no no division, and
we will ass urne this is the ease in this de-
scription. At the phase detector stage, the
incoming signal is compared with the sig-
nal from the VCO. In one form of PLL the
phase detector consists simply of an XQR
gate. If the incoming signal has exactly
the same frequency and phase as the sig-
nal from the VCO, the output of the gate
is continuously zero. But this is unlikely
to be the case: the signals are more likely
to be out of phase and possibly out of syn-
chrony, too. The bigger the difference be·
tween the signals, the greater he average
output voltage from the phase detector.
This voltage is filtered and sent back
around the loop to control the VCO. The
result of this is that the frequency of the
VCO is increased or decreased until it
gradually Jatches on to the frequency of
the incoming signal, and eventually runs
in phase with it. Random noise on this
signal may cause instantaenou:s changes
in the output from the phase detector, but
these are filtered out by being averaged

over several cycles. Overall, the veo is
kept in step with the incoming signal. If
the incoming frequency changes, the veo
tracks the change.
The centre frequency of the veo is

preset by a suitable choice of capacitor
and resistor so that it equals the known
frequency of the incoming signal (for ex-
ample, from aremate controller with its
carrier tuned to a set frequency). The
VCO is thus able to horne on and track
the incoming signal rapidly, and usually
to ignore signals from controllers operat-
ing on different carrier frequencies.
The incoming signal 1S usual1y dis-

torted in shape with spikes on it owing to
random noise in the environment, but the
Jocally generared signal from the VCO is
a crisp square wave of identical fre-
quency. If the incoming signal fades for a
few cycles, or is totally masked by an
eruption of interference, the VCO contin-
ues to oscillate with relatively little
change in frequency. It is the signal from
the VCO which is sent to the digital cir-
cuit for analysis.
In the foregoing we have looked at

some of the ways in which binary (on-off)
information may be detected and fed to 'a
digital circuit. Next month we discuss
how analogue information is processed to
prepare it for digital analysis.

Test yourself 3
Design a keyboard encoder for a 6-key
board, the output to indicate the key
number from 0 to 5.

Answers to
Test Yourself 2
3 (a) 100011000;
(b) 1101101.
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I
PARAMETERS OF MMIC WIDEBAND

RF AMPLIFIERS
Microwave monolithic integrated circuits (MMICs)are now
firmly established.components in wideband RFamplifiers.
These devices offer excellent matching, high gain and a
fabulous bandwidth at very low cost. This article provides an
introductory overview of MMICs,and discusses their basic
characteristics.

By G. Kleine

MMICS are drop-in amplifiers
which can be used up to very

high frequencies. Same versions
packed in ceramic encloeures operate
up to 30 GHz and htgher. while low-
cost variants in plastic cases can be
used up to about 2 GHz. Since the in-
troduction of MMICs about seven years
ago [Ref. 1). the same technology has
also produced one-chtp mtxers and 08-
cillators for SHF app1ications.
Furthermore, electronic switches and
attenuation pads are nQW available as
MMICs. which use Gallium-Arsenide
(GaAs) technology for the most part.

MMIC basic circuits
An MMIC requires an absolute mini-
mum of external parts to come to ltfe.
Figure 1 shows the three supply op-
tions for these devices, which are often
referred to as gain blocks by thetr
manufacturers. The configuration in
Fig. la is generally recommended for
use with a positive supply vorrage. UB.
All you have to do is calculate the
value of resistor R as a functton of fhe
MMIC operating voltage, Ud. and the
operating current, Id:

To cope with all thermal instability and
individual device tolerances, the sup-
ply voltage. UB should be at least 2 V
higher than the typical operating volt-
age. Ud. If that ts not possible, the ctr-
cuit of Fig. lc should be used. Thts
will be reverted to below. The value of
the choke is uncrttical. The function of
the choke ts to decouple the supply re-
ststor-, R. from the RF signal at the
MMICoutput. The choke may be omit-
ted if the value of R Is large with re-
spect to the output tmpedance (which
is usually 50 Q). In practice. the choke
is not used when 10500 n.

The basic circutt for negative supply
voltages is shown in Fig. Lb. Here. the
MMIC output is tied to ground [d.c.>
wtse. that is) via the choke, so that the
ground terminals of the MMICs are at
~Ud' These two terminals are decou-
pled for RF stgnals by two capacttors.
In some cases, a number of capacttors
wtth different values must be con-
nected in parallel to prevent resonance
effects. Series resistor R is connected
between the MMIC's ground terminals
and ~UB' Its value is ca1culated as with
the circuit in Ptg. 1a. The observations
as regards the choke are the same as
for the positive supply vartcty. The
choke may not be omitted, however.
when a negative supply is used.
When the supply voltage varies by a

couple of volts, or when It is less than
2 V above the MMICoperating voltage.
an active supply as shown in Fig. lc
may be used. The p-n-p transistor
forms a constant current source to-
gether wtth reststor RE and the voltage
divider at the base, The MMICoperat-
ing current, Id, equals UI RE.The level
of U (see Fig. lc) is determined by the
voltage dtvtder. and is about 0.7 V
lower than the tranststor's base volt-
age, A silicon dtode, 0, is added as a
thermal compensation for the transis-
tor's b-e junction. When U is of the
order of a couple of volts, the diode
may be omitted. As with the two previ-
ous supply options, the value of the
choke is uncritical.

Matching
The input and output matehing char-
acteristics of MMICs are usually ex-
pressed in a VSWR (voltage standing
wave ratio) value or a reflectton damp-
ing value (in d'B].The VSWRshould be
as elose as possible to I (for instance,
1.5), while the reflection damping
should be as high as possible (for in-

Ck
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Fig. 1. Power supply options for MMIC RF
amplifiers.
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stance, 15 dB). These two values indi-
cate the amount of power reflected by
the MMIC input as a result of an im-
pedance mismatch. The same goes for
the MMIC output. For eable TV net-
works, the reflection damping should
be at least 20 dB. which equals a
VSWR of 1.2.
Although MMICs are simple to use

as garn blocks, special attention
should be gtven 10 the geometry of
their input and output lines if you
want to ensure that they are properly
matched. As diseussed in Ref. 2, 50-Q
stripline teehniques should be applied
in alt cases where the input and out-
put connection are not very short. The
matching properües are also affected
by the way lhe MMIC's ground termi·
nals are connected. These should be
soldered flush on the groundplane.

l-dB compression point
All amplifiers may be driven to a cer-
tain maxtmum as regards their output
stgnal level. The absolute maximum
stgnal level that can be achieved ts. ob-
viously, determined by Ihe supply volt-
age. Befare that level is reached.
however. distortion will oeeur whtch
makes the amplifier useless at output
signal levels way below that of the sup-
ply voltage.
From a certarn drive level onwards,

saturation will oeeur in any amplifler.
when the output voltage will not rise in
proportion with the input voltage any
more. Consequently. the ampltfter's
large-signal garn ts lower than the
small-signal gain. When the Input level
is increased beyond the aaturatjon
level, the output level rematns virtually
constant. The saturatton effects then
gtve rise to harmorucs and distornon.
the negative effects of which will be re-
verted to below.
The I-dB compression point (PI dS) is

the outpullevel at whieh the theoreti-
eally eonstant gain has dropped by
1 dB. Figure 2 shows an example. The
I-dB compression point is found
where the output level deviates I dB
from the (theoretieally) straight line.
The actual value of P1dB is about
13.7 dBm.

Intermodulation products
and 3rd order intercept
point
Distortion occurs in any amplifier.
partieularly at high drive levels, and is
first noticed from the presence of har-
monics. As illustrated in Fig. 3, an
amplifier driven with two frequencies,
fl and JI. produces its ftrst harmonics
at 2J, and 2J2' The harmonies have a
lower level than the wanted signals.
The levels of the higher harmonics, 3J
4J ete. drop rapidly with inereasing
frequency, and need not be taken into
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Fig. 2. Graphie representation of the 1-dB
eompression point.

account. The ratios of the harmonics
levels allow you to estimate the degree
of distortion which occurs in the MMIC
amplifier. The presence of strong odd-
numbered harmonics (3j. 5f, etc.] tndt-
cate that a sine-wave input stgnal ts
being distorted into a reetangular
shaped stgnal. Time to reduce the
input level!
The two-tone input stgnal of Ftg. 3

also produces intermodulation prod-
ucts, which are weaker than the har-
monics. Intermodulation also occurs
at relatively high drive levels. and is
caused by non-linear behaviour of the
RF amplifier. The IM products are c1as-
sified according to their 'order'. a nu m-
ber obtatned from the multiples of the
basic frequenctes present in the IM
stgnal. In the output spectrum, fre-
quency lines caused by (n]l±m!2) are
referred 10 as the (m+n)-order IM prod-
uet. In Ftg, 3, the seeond-order IM
produet. J,+J2, appears belween the
first two harmonics.
Harmonics and second -order inter-

modulation products rarely cause
problems in narrow-band RF ampli-
fiers, such as intermediate frequency

A

11
OdB ., " . ,,,.".. ........

III-1OdB II I-2OdB 'iiiiiiijII I-a OdB
-35dB .....• .. ...........

"1
2h-h " f2 2tHl 211 f1+f2 2t2 ,
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Fig. 3. Intermodulation produets eaused by
non-linear amplifieation.

(lF) amplifiers in radios and TV sets. In
wideband amplifiers, however. these
spurious signals are far more trouble-
some. Third-order IM products in par-
ticular need to be kept as small as
possible because they fall wtthm the
same frequency range as the wanted
stgnaltsl. The third-order 1Mproduets
are eomponents 2J,-2J2 and 2J2-2J"
which are very elose to the two-tone
eomponents Ji and J2 (Fig. 3). Complex
stgnals, such as an amplitude-modu-
lated 'IV stgnal wtth asound subcar-
rier, constst of a large number of
individual components. Because of the
amplitude modulatton, the differences
between the levels of the wanted stg-
nals and those of the 1M produets
must be suffieiently high. The term
used to express this parameter is 'in-
termodulation dtstance'. In Fig. 3, it
has a value of 35 dB. In eable TV net-
works, the IM distanee should be at
least 70 dB for all amplifiers.
Because the effects discussed so far

are dependent on the degree to which
the amplifier ts driven, the destgn of an
ampttfter forces you to select a devtce
which guarantees the desired third-
order intermodulatron distance at the
required output level.
In order to obtain a generally valid

parameter to describe the performance
of an RF amplifier in this respect. it is
necessary to gather the different drive
levels and the respective intermodula-
tion distance values into one spectftc
quantity. This is aided by the followtng
rule of thumb which applies to the
drive range below the I-dB compres-
ston point: if the wanted signal rises by
I dB, the levels of the third-order in-
termodulation products rise by 3 dB.
When both the level of the wanted stg-
nal and that of the third-order IM
product are entered into a graph like
the one in Fig. 4 (large drive stgnal
range assumed). you get two straight
Imcs wtth different rates of rtse. The
one to the left is the gatn curve already
shown in Fig. 2, which starts to move
into the horizontal saturation line at
the I-dB compression point. The curve
to the rtght represents the level of the
third-order IM produets. The quality
parameter mentioned earlier is found
by extendtng both lines. The theorett-
cal output level at which the wanted
stgnal and the third-order IM produets
have the same level Is found where the
Itncs cross. This is called the thtrd-
order intercept point, or 1P3. In the ex-
ample of Ftg. 4, the IP3 level is about
15.5 dBm.
Although an intereept point may

also be defined for the second-order
intermodulation products. It is rarely
used because these products fall out-
side the relevant channel bandwidth.
When the intercept point ts stated

as referrtng to the input, the output in-
tercept point may be obtained by sim-



COMI'ONENTS

Type Frequency range Gain PldB IP3 Ud Id Manufacturer

MAR-1 OC - 1 GHz 16 dB +1.5 dBm +14 dBm 5.0 V 17 mA MiniCireuitsLabs

MAR-7 OC - 2 GHz 12 dB +5.5 dBm +19dBm 4.0 V 22 mA MiniCireuitsLabs

MAR-3 OC - 2 GHz 12 dB +12.0dBm +23 dBm 5.0 V 35 mA MiniCireuitsLabs

MSA 0104 OC-0.8 GHz 17 dB +1.5 dBm +14 dBm 5.0 V 17 mA HP (Avantek)

MSA 0286 OC-2.5 GHz 12 dB +4.5 dBm +17dBm 5.0 V 25 mA HP (Avantekl

MSA 0404 OC-2.5 GHz 8 dB +11.5 dBm +24 dBm 5.3 V 50 mA HP (Avantekl

MSA 0886 OC - 3 GHz 25 dB +12.5dBm +27 dBm 7.8 V 36mA HP (Avantek)

MSA 0986 0.1-3GHz 7 dB +10.5 dBm +26 dBm 7.8 V 35mA HP (Avantekl

MSA 1105 0.05-1.3 GHz 12 dB +17.5dBm +30 dBm 5.5 V 60 mA HP (Avantek)

AM-184 10-2000 MHz 20 dB +12.0 dBm +22 dBm 15 V 60 mA M/A-COM

AM-185 10-2000 MHz 19 dB +15.0 dBm +28 dBm 15 V 90 mA M/A-COM

NE 5200 OC-1.2 GHz 7 dB -1.7 dBm +5 dBm 5.0 V 10 mA Philips

NE 5205 OC-600 MHz 20 dB +4.0 dBm +17 dBm 6.0 V 24 mA Philips

CA 2820 1-520MHz 30 dB +26.5 dBm +37 dBm 24 V 330 mA Motorola

CA 5800 10-1000 MHz 15 dB +30.0 dBm +40 dBm 28 V 400 mA Motorola

Table 1. Technical data on gene rally used MMICs from different manufacturers.

ple addition of the nominal gain of the
device in dB. For example. with refer-
ence to Ftg. 4. the third-order input tn-
tercept point is 3 dBm. and the gain is
12 dB. It is safe to assume that the
output intercept point then lies at
about 15 dBm.
The advantage of estimating an am-

pll fler's performance for a partiell Iar
applieation with the aid of the IP3 level
ts that this Jtgure allows you to calcu-
late the desired operating condttions in
a simple way. The assumption for this
method is the [theoretical) fact that the
third-order IM products have the same
level as the wanted stgnal tf the output-
level equals IP3. For example, when the
wanted signal is 10 dB lower than the
IP3 level. the levels of the thtrd-order
IM produets have dropped by 30 dB.
Consequently, the third-order IM dts-
tance becornes 20 dB. Similarly, keep-
ing the wanted signal 20 dB lower than
1P3results in an IM distance of 40 dB.
This method enables both the required
IP3 for a certatn output level as weIl as
the expected IM distance at a given IP3
level to be determined with quite ac-
ceptable accuracy.

Practical use: today's
MMICs
To help you understand and use the
values and parameters mentianed in
the datasheets. Table 1 shows the
main technical characteristics of
today's most popular MMICs.
Ortginally destgned by Avantek.
MMICs are naw available from a num-
ber of manufacturers. Especially the

References:
1. MMICs revalutionize wideband RF
amplifier destgn. Elektor Electronics
January 1988
2. Using the MAR-x se ries of MMICs.
Elektor Electronics Oetober 1992.

high output levels only at high supply
voltage levels and high current.

[9500251
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Fig. 4. Graphie representattcn 01 the thtrd-
order intereept point.

MSA devtces from Avantek (now
Hewlett PackardJ have found wide ac-
ceptance wtth RF designers and radio
amateurs. Not surprtstngly. a number
of second sources have emerged far
these papular devices.
The table elearly indicates that low

distortion can be achieved at the cast
af [relattvely} high current cansump-
tian only. Conversely, all low-current
MMICshave relatively low IP3 values.
The table also Itsts the main specs

of two hybrid amplifier modules from
Matorola, which are used in cable IV
master amplifiers wtth a capacity of 30
ta 40 AMTVchannels. These specs are
included as a reference to cornpare
wtth those of MMICs. Clearly. the hy-
brids achieve sufficient Iinearity at
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OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS REVISITED

The operational amplifier (often abbre-
viated to op amp) 1San extremely sta-

ble, usually direct-coupled, linear amplifier
originally developed for performingmath-
ematical operations. Nowadays, it is widely
used in computers, although it 18not al-
ways realized that this is but one of its
many applications. Itcomes in many shapes
with varying specific parameter: one, twc
or even four in Olle enclosure.
An op amp is basically a differential

amplifier typified by two complementary in-
puts: an inverting oue (-)and a non-in-
verting Olle(+). It tends to hold its inputs
at the same potential, and when a difference
between the two occurs, it produces an out-
put that tends to nullify that differenee.
Its amplification 18 determined by feeding
back part ofits output signal to its invert-
ing input.

Use OS inverting omplifier
Figure 1 shows how an op amp may be
used to form an inverting amplifier. The
input signal is applied to the inverting
input via R1.The + input is connected to the
reference voltage via R3' The reference volt-
age is usually equal to halfthe supply volt-
age. Ifthe supply voltage i5 symmetrical,
the reference potential is zero. This 15why
in many op amp circuits this point is atO V.

"~...f"-l-_ A ~ - R2 I Rl

+ 'c
[RlI1R2]

950002·11
W

Fig.1.

Feedback in Fig. 1 is effected via R2.The
amplification, a, 18calculated from

The relationship between input and output
ie shown by the characteristics in
Fig. 2. Points A, Band C on thex-axis cor-
respond to those indieated in Fig. 1.
Since the level of the potential at the

-input is always identical to, and is deter-
mined by, that at the+ input, no voltagevari-
ations will be diseerned at the- input of an
inverting amplifier. This is also evident
from the characteristics in Fig. 2, which
show that both input and output voltage vary,
but the potential at B remains constant.
The charaeteristics also show at a

glance that they pertain to an inverting

ByJ.Markus

"OV=\Ua A .. -R21Rl

_ ..... Uo=+
./

950002· 12

Fig.2.

amplifier, because as soon as a line con-
nectinginput and output passes through B,
the polarity reverses.
Furtherrnore, they show how the am-

plification settingworks: the ratio ofsections
A-B and B-C eorresponds to that of the
values of'Rj and R2. CA line drawn from A
to C through 0 shows that C is further from
Othan A. In otherwords, thelarger B-C, that
IS R2, relative to A-B, that is, RI, the lugher
the output voltage).

Use OS non-inverting omplifier
The circuit in Fig. 3 is identical to that in
Fig. 1, but the input signal is applied to its
+ input. This arrangement has far-reach-
ing effects on the characteristics shown in
Fig. 4. A, the point of origin in Fig. 2, has
become a pivot, while the new point of ori-
gin is somewhere betweenAand C. Because

",--L::J-, A ~ [R2+Rl]1 Rl

w --.:r-'i-+-l
G

"w ",)-IIt--l +
~ [Rl11R2J

u'\T rN 950002·13

Fig.3.

" " A = [R2+Rl] I Rl

.... Uo~+

---
---o k-:..:---=--_-+u~'..:.~'-----1Uo~O

950002·14

Fig.4.

of amplification, the swing ofC relative to
o is larger than that ofB, but both move in
the same direction. This means thata non-
inverting amplifier does not eause polarity
reversal, so that input voltage and output
voltage have the same polarity .
The amplifieation, n, 1S

This shows that if the values of the re-
sistors are the same as those in Fig. 1, the
amplifieation will be greater.

UseOS voltoge folIower
The circuit in Fig. 5 is not an amplifier in
the true sense ofthe word, but a voltage fcl-
lower. In this, the output is eonnected di-
rectly to the invertinginput. This means that
the potential at the output is identical to that
at the - input; whenee the name voltage [01·
lower. This circuit is comparable to that of
an emitter fellewer.

u,

950002·15

Fig.5.

Load presented by an op omp
The op amp is no exception to the rule that
each and every circuit presents a load to the
precedingcircuit or signal source. In the case
ofanop amp, this load depends on the con-
figuration ofthe op amp.
In Fig. 1, generator G is loaded by the se-

ries network of'R], R2 and RL (the load re-
sistance) to 0 V-see Fig. 6a. Since the
input resistance ofthe op amp is high com-
pared with the values of Rj, R2 and RL, it
hardly affects the value of the network.
This is also true ofRL, since ita value is in-
variably much lower than that of R2. It
migbt, therefore, be though that the iriput
resistance is determined by R1 and R2. In
reality, this is not so, because B is at 0 V
(called virtual ear-th). The circuit rnay
thus be simplified as shown in Eig, 6b. It

~ " ~ 'c
w w

,
: !nlltlf\lng
--- Inpl1l 950002·16a

Fig.6a.
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is evident that the input resistance is de-
termined almost exclusively by RI.
The matter is even simpler in the case

of a non-inverting amplifier: in Fig. 3, the
input signal is loaded by the series net-
work of Rgand the (very high) i.nput resis-
tance ofthe op amp. It is evident that the
total resistance ofthis networkis very high

rN 950002 • 16b

Fig.6b.

(in exeess ofl MQ, often as high as 10 Mn).
As far as the input impedance or ampli-

fication ofa non-inverfing amplifier circuit
is concerned, thevalue ofR3 does not seem
to matter much. In practice, however, it
does, because op amps are not as ideal as
we would like them to be. In fact, theycause
small errors which are minimal, however,
when the value of Rgis equal to that ofthe
paral1el connectionofRj and Rz-seeFig. 7.

Fig.7.

Note that, seen from the signal source, R1
and R2 are in series, but seen from B this
is not so. Since, invariably, the internal re-
sistance ofthe signal source is negligible rel-
ative to R1, the 'free' ends of these re-
sistors, seen fromB, are atO V, thatis, they
arein parallel as drawn in Fig. 7. Toobtain
symmetrical operation, the value ofR3 will
thus have to be equal to that ofthe paral-
lel combination.

R1 R2

inverting
amplifier

Fig.8.
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Offset
So far we have assumed that the O-axis of
the input signal is at the same level as the
o V line ofthe op amp. 'I'his is not always
so, however: for example, ifthe input sig-
nalhas a direct voltage component. The op-
eration ofthe op amp 1S then as illustrated
in Fig. 8. This shows that the output (C) is
no longer at 0 V, but at a different level.
The result of' this is that symmetry is lost
and that maximum amplification can no
longer be attained. This is because the volt-
age swing at one end is much smaller than
that at the other end. Ifthe amplifieation
is arranged at maximum notwithstanding,
the negative part of the output of an in-
verting amplifier will be distorted, because
the signal ean not exceed the lower limit of
the negative supply line. This diffieulty is
avoided by eorreeting the position of the
O-axisofthe input signal in such a waythat
it is at the same level again as the O-axis of
the op amp. This is done by superimposing
it on to a direet voltage, ealled the offset volt-
age. The levelofthis voltage is determined
empi rically with apreset in the eircuit.
This in itselfraises a further difficulty:

the resistance of the preset affects the
input resistance ofthe op amp and this in
turn affects theamplification and the sym-
metry. The only way to obviate this diffi-
culty is to use apreset with an internal re-
sistance of 0 Q, which can be done only by
adding a voltage follower to it-see Fig. 5.
'I'his has the effect ofcorobining a very high
inputimpedance with a very low (nearly 0 Q)
output impedance, For this reason, the volt-
age followeris sometimes called impedance .
transformer. It is frequently used with sig-
nal sources that muat not, or hardly, be

OPERATIONAL AMPLlFIERS REVISITED

loaded by the stage to which it is connected.
In Fig. 8, the voltage characteristics

are given relative to the zero line of the
op amp. When this line is 'clean', the char-
acteristics are horizontal. When the input
signalhas a positive direct-voltagecompo-
nent, the output voltage of an inverting
amplifier will be negative. In the case of a
non-inverting amplifier, the output volt-
age will be at the same side ofthe O-line as
the undesired direct-voltage component.
Both examples in Fig. 8 assume a positive
direct-voltage component; ifthe component
is negative, the characteristics are simply
turned around.
It is, of course, possible to use an offset

voltageiffor some reason it is required that
the average output voltage is not on the
O-line. This is aehieved by applying the
input signal to the amplifier input and ad-
justing the relevant preset until the output
voltage has the required deviation. Note
that it is almostimpossible to do this accu-
rately without an oscilloscope.

Finally
When experimenting with op amps on the
basis ofthe foregoing, do consult the rele-
vant data sheet(s). Also, note that not
every op amp is suitable for use as a volt-
age folIower: some may show a tendency to
oseillate. Types like the 741, the 324 (quad),
the TL0821 (single) and the TL084 (quad)
are eminently suitable. Types like the
LM3900 should definitely not be used,
since these have current inputs that are
quite different from those of'most.op amps.

[950002]

_ ideal characteristic

characteristic with
--- direct voltage

component

characteristic
- - - corrected with

offset
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I
INFRARED CONTROLLED DIMMER

These days it is perfectly normal for complex functions of TV
and audio equipment to be controlled from the couch or
armchair. Unfortunately, that luxury is not extended to lighting,
although dimmers may be available. Time to do a little
combinatorial thinking. The dimmer circuit discussed here
responds to commands from the infra red remote control
supplied with, say, your TV set.

Design by U. Reiser

REMOTE contral is commonplace
these days. with telephone an-

swering machines, garage doors and
central locking systems for cars re-
sponding to infrared remote controls
small enough to fit in your packet.
Although infrared remote contral
transmttters and recetvers have been
the subject of a nurnber of previous ar-
ticles in this magazine, none so far was
spectftcally geared to lighls orr/off and
intensity control. That deüciency is
made good by the present destgn.
The ctrcutt discussed here ts a com-

bination of (1) a sensitive infrared re-
ceiver responding to signals from Re5
compatible remote controls and (2) a
dimmer for ordmary light bulbs as weil
as halogen lamps. The two UIutS may
be fitted Into a single case and in-
stalled near, for tnstance, a table lamp.
The receiver is easily prcgrammed to
res pond to one particular button .on
the remote control. This button may be
one for a rarely used function on the

relevant audiojvisual equipment. If a
number of IR controlled dimmers are
used, it is, however, worthwhile to use
aremate contral reserved for that pur-
pose only.

Two sub-circuits
The schematic in Fig. 1 clearly shows
the two sub-circuits that make up the
infrared controlled dimmer. The in-
frared receiver ts shown to the left of
the dashed line, and the dimmer cir-
cutt, to the rtght. Since the two are
Iinked via an optoisolator, it is possible
to locate the receiver at some dtstance
from the dimmer. without running Into
problems as regards electricaJ safety.
The two sub-circuits are then con-
nected via a short cable. Obviously,
the recerver must be able to 'see' the
transmitter, hence the relocation op-
tton.
As far as the receiver ctrcutt is con-

cerned. since thts ts based on an ear-

lier destgn (Ref. I). its operation will
not be explained in great detail here.
However, for those who have not seen
the earlter arttele. abrief description ts
gtven.
The infrared signal receiver used is

a type lS 1U60 from Sharp. Received
infrared signals are ftrst amplified in a
Iow-notse Input stage and then fed
through a 38- kHz bandfilter which
serves to suppress interference. Next
come a limiter and ademodulator. The
demodulated signal is available at
pin 1 of ICl• and is fed to the decoder.
The ISIU60 may be replaced by simi-
lar, but not pin-compatible, devices
like the SFH505A or SFH506-36 from
Siemens. Although these have differ-
ent ptnntngs, they can all be connected
to the board without problems.
The decoder is the familiar SAA3049

from Philips Semiconductors. This IC
is capable of storing and analysing
stgnals supplied by the infrared re-
ceiver. The RC5 codes contain infor-
mation on the system address and the
command, which are transmitted in
succession. The SAA3049 is pro-
grammed to operate in one of two
modes. Here. the 'stngle-system mode'
is used. This is achieved by tying lhe
CA mpur/output, pin 19. to the posi-
tive suppIy voltage via resistor R5. In
this mode, the decoder only supplies
commands via its outputs tf the re-
ceived system address matches the
one programmed on ptns AO-A4. In
this way, it is possible to define the
type of transmitter the decoder will re-
spond to. The code which belongs to
the button pressed on the remote con-
trol appears on outputs A-F.
Ajurnper, JPj, is available to enable

you to selecl between RECS80 (pulse
position modulation) and RC5 (biphase
modulation). Normally. RC5 will be
used, which is selected with the
jumper connected to ground.
The clock frequency is obtained

from a 4-MHz quartz crystal, XI. which
operates in conjunction with C3• C4
and ~. The combination C2-R3 pro-
vides areset signal at ptn 14 when the
circuit is switched on. The supply volt-
age is decoupled by R2• Cs and C6. lC J

has its own decoupling network, RI-
Cr. Ftve lO-kQ reststors contained in
two SIL arrays. Rg-RJQ.ensure that ad-
dress inputs AO-A4are logic high if the
relevant jumpers are not fitted.
The received code ts applied to the

P Inputs of comparator IC3, which
compares the applied levels with those
at its Q Inputs. A pin header and some
jumpers allow you to program the code
of the button to which the system ts to
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respond. Output P=Q of IC3 goes low if
the recetved code matches the pro-
grammed code.
The circuit around Tl and T2 has

been added as an extra protection
agatrist notse. and to detect the recep-
tion of a new command. The CA pin of
IC2 supplies a reetangular signal when
a system address ts detected. This stg-
nal is low for 15 ms, and high for
105 ms. Because of network Rg-C7, T2
functions as a recttfter, and keeps its
collector terminal low as lang as IC2
supplies a rectangular wave at pin 19.
.As soon as this signal disappears, Ie3
is disabled.
When ptn 19 of IC3 goes low, both

LED D2 and the LED in the optoisola-
tor light. An optoisolator is used to
guarantee complete electrtcal Isolation
between the IR recetver-z'decoder and
the lamp dimmer, which is connected
directly to the mains. Furthennore, the
receiver/decoder is accommodated on
aseparate printed circuit bcard, so
that it need not be co-housed with the
dinimer circuit.
The SLB0587 frorn Siemens

arranges everything to do with phase
angle contro!. This IC is specially de-
stgned to dim mains-operated (induc-
tive) loads. Its internal block
schematic is gtven in Fig. 2. In addt-
tion to the legte whtch supplies the
trtgger pulses, the lC also contains a
number of protection sub-circuits. For
instance, It checks whether the 'cn'
time of the trtac does not becorne too
long, depending on the set phase
angle. The IC also checks whether the
triac has actually been switched on
after a trigger pulse. If not, a new trtg-
ger pulse is applied after 1 ms. After
15 trtgger faults, the trtac ts switched
off. A soft-start circuit is also provtded
to reduce current surges when the
load is swttched on. Thts helps to in-
crease the life span of the lamp, and is
particularly important with halogen
lamps. The SLB0587 ts also capable of
detecting whether the malns voltage
has dtsappeared. when more than
three successive pertods do not arrive.
If the matns ts restored within a sec-
ond. the JC does a soft-start, and auto-
mattcally recalls the previously set
lamp intensity. If the mains remains
absent Ionger than one second, or the
supply voltage drops below 3.6 V, the
trtac ts disconnected.
Switching, reducing and increasing

the brtghtness of the load are all con-
trolled by applying a logic level to
pin 6. The exact action depends on the
legte level applied to pin 2, as will be
discussed further on. Since the JC of-
fers a ftxed phase angle range of 450 to
1520, tt is a simple matter to derive the
5 V supply voltage from the mains. The
voltage across the trtac will always be
sufficient. even when the load is Iully
dimmed. The combtnatton D4-CI4-R20
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Fig. 1. The circuit diagram ot the intra-red remote controlled dimmer consists ot two parts:
the lett-hand side shows a sensitive infra-red receiver, and the rlqht-hand side an intelligent
dimmer circuit based on phase angle centrot.
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GENERAL INTEREST
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Fig. 2. Block diagram 01 the SLB0587 intelligent dimmer Integrated circuit fram Siemens.

derives a voltage of about 5 V frorn the
mains, and is smoothed by e5. Diode
D3 chops off the negative half-periods.
The current consumption of the
SLB0587 is only 2 mA.
In addttton to the external contral

input to which the phototransistor is
connected (pin 6), IC5 also has a sen-
sor input whtch allows the lamp
brightness to be controlled with the
aid of a touch-key. This sensor, which
takes the form of a metal plate to-
gether wtth two 4.7-MQ sertes-con-
nected resistors, functions only if the
'live' (L) wire is connected to fuse F1.
Of the other components around

IC5, RIB and CI I determine the re-
sponse of the internal PLL. The status
of the trtac is monitored via R19, which
also serves to synchronize the PLL to
the mains frequency. LI and CI6 re-
move high-Irequency components from
the stgnal so that the mains lines re-
main reasonably clean, while network
CI5-R2I limit fast voltage transients
whtch would othcrwtse the end anger
the Itfe of the triac. Finally, there is
trtac Tri}, a TIC206D. which switches
the matns voltage on and off. Diode D5
ensures that the gate of the trtac is dri-
ven with negative pulses only by the
SLB0587. Without a heat-atnk. the
triac is capable of controlling loads up
to about 200 W. At htgher powers (up
to about 700 W) the device has to be
fitted wit a small heat-sink.
The control charactertsttc of the

SLB0587 may be described as follows.
If the touch-key or the button on the
remote control is brtefly operated (50-
400 ms). the dimmer is switched on or
off. Operating one of these controls
langer than about 400 ms causes a
dtrnrning cycle to be started. The
length of a complete cycle (for in-
stance. from off to maximum brtght-

ness) is about 7.6 s. The touch-key or
remote control button is released when
the desired lamp brtghtness ts
reached. Depending on the voltage at
pin 2 (which can be defined wtth the
aid of a jumper). there are three modes
of opcratton:

(I). Pin 2 connected to ground. When
the dimmer is switched on. the
lamp is powered at maximum
brtghtnees. Dirnrning starts at
minimum brightness. and is then
controlled up and down contmu-
ously. After releasing the button
on the control, the dimming 'direc-
tton' ts the same as with the previ-
aus dimming operation.

(2). Pin 2 open-circuited. The IC mem-
ortzes the set brtghtness, which is
called up automatically when the
dimmer is swttched on agatri. The
dimming 'dtrectton' is reversed
each time the button is released.

(3). Pin 2 connected to the supply volt-
age. As wtth mode (I). the dimmer
switches to maximum brtghtness
when it is powered up. As with
mode (2), the dimming 'dtrectton' Is
reversed each time the button is
released.

In all three modes. a smgle button is,
therefore. sufficient to dirn a larnp as
well as to swttch tt on and off.

Construction
The prtnted ctrcutt board shown in
Fig. 3 consists of two secttons. The
component allocation corresponds to
the division indicated in the circuit dl-
agram. After separating the two sec-
tions (with the aid of a jtg-saw), you
can start mounting the components.
Some parts are mounted uprtght as in-

dicated on the component overlay. 00
not forget the wtre links on the smaller
board, particularly those under IC2.
Also rnake sure that peB terminal
block K3 is not taUer than TrI and LI·
For the rest, the constructron is all
pretty stratghtforward soldering work.
Connector K5 is a three-ptn PCB
header which is mounted upside down
so that the long pins protrude from the
underside of the board. As illustrated
in Fig. 4, the exact cormecttons of the
IR sensor depends on the type used
(Sharp or Siemens).
The enclosure is a type wtth a

moulded mains plug at one side. and a
mains socket at the other. The larger
board ts fitted on to the bottom plate of
the case, in such a way that the opto-
coupler ts above the mains plug. 00
not secure the board yet, because the
mains wtrtng still needs to be Installed.
The smaller board is then fitted on top
of the optoisolator section of the Iarger
board with the aid of two 2-cm long
PCB mounting pillars. The boards are
interconnected with three iso lated
wires wtth a length of about 5 cm. If
the boards are in posrtton. these wires
cross straight from connector ~ to K5.
Drill a small hole in the cover for indl-
cator LED D2• and a Iarger hole to en-
able the lens of the IR sensor to 'see'
the transmitted signal. Depending on
the posrtion of this hole, the sensor
may have to bent 90°.
If you want to fit the touch control

as well. mount a decorative natl or a
miniature wander ('banana') socket
tnto the cover. The touch control ts
connected to terminal 'S' on the large
board. lf you want to play it absolutely
safe as regards the matns voltage, con-
nect reststor RI5 dtrectly to the sensor,
and use a short length of insulated
wire to connect through to R14 on the
board. In the unfortunate event of the
wire coming loose in the case and
touching apart at mains potential.
there is always R15 to protect you
agatnst the risk of an electrical shock.
Finally, install the mains wiring.

The earth pin of the plug Is connected
directly to the earth pin of the socket.
Next, the live and neutral pins are con-
nected to the centre and outer pln of
the PCB terminal block. at the side of
the fuse. The remaining pin and the
centre one are then eonnected to the
live and neutral pins of the moulded
socket. Onee this wiring ts fitted, the
boards may be seeured in the case.
The ctrcutt ts then nearly ready for

use. All that remains to be done is to
fit tbe jumpers and elose the case. Also
program the system address of the re-
mote control you wtsh to use (KIl, and
the button you wish to use (K2). On KI.
an instalied jumper represents a '0',
while on K2 it represents a '1'. Both
patterns are set in bmary coding. In
most eases, a 1V remote control will be
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Fig. 3. The printed circuit board (available through the Readers Services) consists 01two parts, which are separated by cutting.

COMPONENTS LIST \

Resistors:
R1 = 47 Q
R2 = 2Q2
R3,R6 = 68kQ
R4 = 1MQ
R5 = 33kQ
R7 = 5kQ6
R8 = 10MQ
R9 = 4x10kQ -array SIL
R10,R11 = 8x10kQ array SIL
R12,R20 = 1kQ
R13 = 2MQ2
R14,R15 = 4MQ7
R16 = 470kQ
R17 = 120kQ
R18 = 100kQ
R19 = 1MQ5
R21 = 100Q

Capacitors:
C1 = 220I.lF 10V radial
C2 = 11.lF63V radial
C3,C4 = 27pF
C5 = 10l.lF 25 V radial

C6 = 47nF
C7 = 22nF
C8,C11 = 100nF
C9 = 471.lF25V radial
C10 = 470I.lF 25V radial
C12 = 10nF
C13 = 100I.lF 10V radial
C14-C16 = 100nF 250 VAC (630 VOC)

Inductors:
L1 = 300l.lH 3A

Semiconductors:
01,05 = 1N4148
02 = low current LEO (red)
03 = 1N4007
04 = 5.6 V 0.4 W zener diode
81 = 880C1500
T1,T2 = 8C5478
Tri1 = TIC2060
IC1 = IS1U60 (or SFH506-36, SFH505)
IC2 = SAA3049 (Phi li ps)
IC3 = 74HC688
IC4 = IL10 (or CNY65)

IC5 = SL80587 (Siemens)
IC6 = 78L05

Miscellaneous:
JP1,JP2 = 3-way pin header with
jumper
K1 = 10-way pin header with 5
jumpers
K2 = 12-way pin header with 6
jumpers
K3 = 3-way PC8 terminal bleck, 7.5
mm raster
K4,K5 = 3-way connector (SIL)
X1 = 4 MHz crystal
Tr1 = mains transformer, sec. 9 V/0.35
VA (e.g .. Hahn 8V200009)
F1 = fuse 3.15 AT + PC8 mount holder
1 case (with moulded mains plug and
socket)
Printed circuit board 940109-1 (see
page 78).
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Fig. 4. The circuit ls suitable 10r use with
three different types of infra red receiver, tWQ

trom Siemens (SFH types) and one from
Sharp (151 type). These devices are con-
nected as shown here.

used, whose system address is 0 (five
jumpers instalied on Kd. For instance,
if you decide to use the 'mute' button
to control the infrared dimmer, this
corresponds to address 13. Conse-
quently. jumpers have to be fitted on
rows 1. 3 and 4 of connector K2 ua-u-
nary 8+4+1).The table opposite shows
the button codes as standardized for
RC5 (Philips(Sony) remote controls.
Ftna lly, a jumper ts fitted in posttion
JP, to se1ect the type of infrared code
used (RC5:jumper to ground).

(940109)
Reference:
1. General-purpose IR volume control,
Elektor Electronics July(August 1994.

RC5 CODES. COMMANDS AND SYSTEM ADDRESSES

Address System component

o TVset1
1 TVset2
2 Teletext
5 video recorder 1
6 video recorder 2
8 Satellite TV receiver 1
10 Satellite TV receiver 2
12 Compact DiscNideo player
14 Photo CD player
16 Audio preamplifier 1
17 Radio teeeiver
18 Analogue cassette recorder
19 Audio preamplifier 2
20 Compact disc player
21 Audio rack or recording apparatus

Fig.5. Prototype just before final assembly. The rear side of the moulded mains socket in the
fits in the free space above the dimmer board.

Gommon commands tot all addresses
Description
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
volume +
volume -
brightness +
brightness -
bass +
bass-
treble +
treble -

Command
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
16
17
18
19
22
23
24
25

26 balance right
27 balance left
63 system select
77 linear function iner.
78 linear tunction deer.
80 step up
81 step down
82 menu on
83 menu off
84 disp. A/V syst. status
85 step left
86 step rig ht
87 acknowledge

Gammands tor TV 1and TV2
Command
10
11
12
13
14
15
20
21
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
59
60
61
62
70
79
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
122
126
127

Descriptlon
1/2/3 digits 10
freq./prog./ch./11
standby
mute/de-mute
personal pref.
display
colour saturation +
colour saturation -
contrast +
conlrast -
search +
lint/hue -
ch./prog. +
ch./prog. -
Altern./ch.
1/2language
spatat stereo
stereo/mono
sleep limer
tint/hue +
RF switch
store/execulelvote
time
scan fwd./increm.
deeremenl
sec. eon/menu
show clock
pause
erase/ccrrect
rewind
go to
wind
play
stop
record
externall
exlernal 2
advance
TXT sub-mode/12
sys. stancby
crispener
speech/music
sound scroll
PIP size
pie. scroll
act. on/off
red
green
yellow
cyan
index/while
next
previous
store open/close
movie expand
parental access
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GOVERNOR FOR INDUCTION MOTORS
Design by H. Bonekamp

The induction motor may be regarded as practically a constant-
speed machine: the difficulty of varying its speed economically
constitutes one of its main disadvantages. This drawback is

overcome by the circuit described here: it enables the
speed to be lowered in small steps.

1\ .c.motors have the great advantages
1""l..of heing relatively inexpensive and
very reliable. lnduction motors in parücular
are very robust and therefore used in
many domestic appliances such as wash-
ing machtnee. vacuum cleaners. water
pumps, and others.
In an tnductton motor, the hlgher the

speed ofthe rotor. the lower is the speed
of the rotating freld relative to the rotor
wtndtng and the smalleris the e.m.f. gen-
erated in the latter. Were the speed ofthe
rotor to attain the synchronaus value, the
rotor conductors would be statlonary rel-
ative to the rotanng flux. There would
then be Da e.m.f. and Da current in the
rotor conductors and consequently Da

torque on the rotor. Thus, the rotor could
not continue rotating at synchronaus
speed. As the rotor speed falls more and
more below the synchronous speed, the
values of the rotor e.m.f. and current,
and therefore of the torque. would con-
tinue to increase until the Iatter ts equal
to that required by the rotor lasses and
by any load there may be on the motor.
The speed of the rotor relative to that

of the rotating flux is called the slip. For
torques varying between zero and the
full-load value, the slip is practically pro-
portional to the torque. It is usual to ex-
press the slip either as a per-unit or frac-
tional value or as a percentage ofthe syn-
chronous speed:

and

percentage slip = (nJ-n,l/nJxlOO.

where nl ts the synchronous speed and

~R~3~r-----~--------------------------------------------~----~~------~+ 5V.
o
o IC1 = 74HC221
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram 01the induction motor governor.
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Frequency spectrum of signal with reduced frequency
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The output slgnal 01' the governor can be dissected by Fourier analysis. In the
followtng analysis the frequency-reduction factar 15 k (which In the present
destgn may have a value of 3, 5. 7 or 9),
The signal is

or

wherej~jO/1cand T= kTo.
Since the signal ts shift-symmebical, Iu(t) ~ -u(t-l1I. rt constst ofsinusoidal

as wen as costnusotdal voltages. Tlus symmetry makes the ccmputauon of the
components much simpler, since integration over a half perrod 15a1J that Is
needed. Since over a full perrod the stgnal. as far as area Is concerned, 18the
same above and below the x-axis, the dtrect voltage component is zero.
Components an and bnare

4 i. . (2n ) (2n )a" = T Ja" USlI1 Tkt cos Tnt dr

From these expressions the spectrurn ofthe stgnal reduced in frequency is
caJculated.
The amplitude spectrum is

c = 14U . k . cos(.!!....n)1
n n k' - n2 2k (n<>k and n =odd)

or

Cn= Ulk [ne k and n~odd)

The phase spectrum is

n=odd

As an tllustratton of the above (for those who da not like too many caloulations).
the amplrtude of the computed frequency components for a reduction factor of 3
Is shown in Fig. 2.
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nr ts the roter speed. Note that lhe syn-
chronousspeed =I!». wherejis the fre-
quency ofthe applied voltage (mains) and
pis the numberofpairs ofpoles ofthesta-
tor.
Thevalue ofthe slip at fullload vanes

from about 6% for small motors to about
2% for large machines. This shows that.
as already stated, the induction motor is
practically a constant-speed machine.

Governing the speed
Since the speed of the motor depends
primarilyon the frequency ofthe applied
voltage [normally the mains voltage), it
ts readily governed by altering the fre-
quency. This is not so simple. however.
because the mains frequency is interna-
tionally agreed to be 50 Hz (Europe and
most parts of the world, except the USA
and Canada where tt is 60 Hz). Before
the upsurge of electronics, camplex tech-
niques (such as the Ward-Leonard circurt
for 3-phase motors) were developed to
govern the speed of'a.c, motors. With the
ajd ofelectromcs, however, tt becomes rar
less complex. The present circuit enables
the frequency to be lowered as desired by
a factor 1/,,1/3,1/5.117 or I/g. Greater
precision is not necessary since th e
speed varies in any case as a functton
of the load. The factor 1/2 should be
treated wtth some circumspection since
durtng tests bythe destgner some motors
did not respond well to this reduction.
The crrcutt diagram of the governor is

shown in Fig. 1. The ctrcutt uses stan-
dard, tnexpenstve components. The mains
as weil as the motor is connected to KI.
The rnatns voltage is reduced by resistors
RI and R2and then applied to transistors
Tl and T2. Transistor Tj is on durtng the
positive halfperiod ofthis voltage and T2
during the negative half. The instant at
which the transistors begtri to conduct de-
termines the width of the pulse at pin 9
of leib' This instant depends to a large
extent on the values of R, and R2. In the

•

'Oll
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(V) 0>f .,

70..
50...,
,.

110

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21

--. n 1140095. 13

Fig. 2. Amplitude vs motor speed of the
frequency components generated when

the reduction factor is 3.



GENERALINTEREST

present design, these values are low, but
the transistors are fast switching types.
This results in narrow, positive pulses with
steep edges that occur exactly at the zero
crossing point.
These pulses, which are synchronous

with the mains frequency, trtgger mono-
stable IClb' This is not retrtggerable and
its mono time is set to just below 10 ms
with PI' This arrangement ensures that
spurious pulses can not, or hardly, enter
the circuit. In fact, this can happen only
when the monostable is inactive, which
is when the mains is going through its
zero crossing. An Re filter can not be
used for the suppression of spurious
pulses because this would create phase
shifts that would be more troublesome
than these pulses. As it is, the circuit
provides clean trtgger pulses at a fre-
quency of 100 Hz at pin 50flClb'
The mains frequency can be made

variable by a special arrangement, here
provided by IC2. In this arrangement,
whole periods ofthe mains voltage are sup-
pressed regularly. This results in a lower
mains frequency - see the Fourier ana-
lysis in thebox. on the previous page.
In this box, the composition of the sig-
nal is derived for the reducttonfactors used
with the exception of 1/2,Table 1 shows
how the periods ofthe stne wave are sup-
pressed. A + indicates that the positive
half ofaperiod is applied to the motor and
a - that the negative half is applied to the
motor; a 0 indicates that the motor is not
connected to the mains.
Circuit IC2counts the incoming clock

pulses. After a reset, output Qois actlve,
after one clock pulse, QI' and so on.
Assurne that rotary switch SI is in posi-
tion 1. Every time a trigger pulse arrives,
it is applied to the B input ofICla via Sla'
It also arrives at the reset Input ofIC2via
delay network RS-C2'This delay is nec-
essary to ensure that the stgnal is applied
to the monostable during thold' This is
actually of importance only when the ro-
tary switch is in positions 2-6. At the in-
stant that a pulse arrives at the B input
of ICla, the monostable is trtggered. Its
Q output is then high for about 8 ms,
which causes triac Tr 11 to conduct. At the
same time DI Iights. Because of the ig-
nition pulse, the motor is connected to
the mains for the instantaneous half pe-
riod. Once the triac has fired, it rernatns
on until the current through it drops
below the hold level. In practice this
means that, o'wing to the lagging cur-
rent, the triac remains on for a short in-
stant after the mains has gone through
a zero crossing.
With SI in position 1, all trigger pulses

are passed on, so that the triac is on per-
manently and the motor runs at maxi-
mum speed. Network Rg-LI-Cgsuppresses
any spurious pulses and prevents any like-
lihood of the triac going into spontane-
nous conduction.
When SI is in positions 3-6, the num-

ber of clock pulses, that is, half periods,

Fig. 3. Printed-circuit board for the induction motor governor.

Fig. 4. Completed prototype of the governor.
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that needs to be recetved before the trtac
begins to conduct. is 2, 4, 6 or 8 re-
spectively. Position 2 ofSj 1S a special one.
Only in that position does the second
wafer of the swttch have a function. This
consists of connecting C3and C4 in par-
allel which results in a lenghtentng of
the output pulse from 8 ms to 16 ms. In
practice. this means that whole, alternate
pertods of the mains voltage are applied
to the motor. Durtng tests on prototypes.
tt was found that some motors do not
function properly in this situation.
Therefore. jumpers JPl and JP2 have
been provided to disable this setring of
the switch. When JP2 is closed and JPI
open. and C3 removed. positions 1 and
2 of SI are tdenttcal. The motor then
runds at full speed.
Power for the circutt ts provided by

transformer TrI. bridge recttfter B} and
voltage regulator IC3.Note that the ground
connections of the circutt must NOT be
linked to mains earth, srnce they are
connected to the Neutralline.

Construcfion
The ctrcutt is intended to be butlt on the
printed-circutt board shown in Fig. 3.
Populating thts ts straightfotward. but
note that the trtac must be fitted on a heat
sink via a ceramte washer.
Since parts ofthe circutt are ltnked dt-

rectly to the mains, the untt must be fit-
ted in a synthetic fibre case [plastic. ABS).
It is strongly recommended to connect the
motor permanently to the governor (K,).
In many applications. this is in any case
the most convenient. The photo ofFig. 4
shows how this ts all accomplished.

The red or brown wire of the mains
lead must be connected to ptn L(ive)and
the blue or black wire to N(eutral). As
stated before, the ground ofthe ctrcutt must
NOT be connected to mains earth (E).The
motor must be connected between Land
S(witched). A double-pole matns switch
wtth integral neon indicator is recom-
mended.
Do not connect the motor to the cir-

cuit before this has been set up correct1y.
This is to prevent direct current flowtng
through the motor, which does not do it
any good.
Setting up the circuit ts done with lhe

aid of the LED on the board. Note that
this diode MUST be fitted on the board and
NOT on the encloeu re, since it is con-
nected to the mains and tts coloured
plastic lens does NOT provtde sufficient
proteetion.
Set S1 to position 1 and turn P1 Irom

one end ofits travel to the other. At some
potnt. the LEDwill turn from ilashing to
lighting permanently. The preset should
be set a little past that position. In switch
positions 2~6 the LED will always Dash.
bu tat a rate that is different fcr each po-
sition.
Finally, connect the motor to the ctr.

cuit and elose the case.
There is a very sm all rtsk that the

motoryou are using is not suitable for use
wtth the present governor. This mani-
fests itselfby the motor getting very hot.
This Is caused by the core becoming sat-
urated, whtch results in very high cur-
rents. It is not possible to say beforehand
whether a motor ts suitable or not, but,
as already stated, the rtsk ofit happen-
ing is very small. indeed.

tin 1 1/2 1/3 1/5 1/7 1/9

0 + + + + + +

r

I 0 0 0 0
2 + 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
4 + + 0 0 0 0,~
5 0 0 0
6 + 0 + 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0
8 + + 0 0 0 0
9 0 0
0 + 0 0 + 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0
2 + + + 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
4 + 0 0 0 + 0
5 0 0 0
6 + + 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0
8 + 0 + 0 0 +
9 0 0 0 0 0

Table 1.lIlustrating howthe hall sinusoidal periods are switched
as a lunclion 01the delay.
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Parts list
Reststors.
RI~R.t= 100 kn
R5= 10kn
R7= 1 kn
Rs=560n
Rq= loon
PI = 47 kn preset

Capacitors:
CI. C3' C4 = 120 nF
C2=47nF
Cs = 1000 pF. 25 V, radial
C6= 10)lF. IOV
C7• Ca = 100 nF
Cg = 47 nF. 630V

Inductors:
LI = 40 )lH. 3A

Semiconductors:
DI = LED. high efficiency
BI = B40C 1500 bridge recttfler
TI. T2= BSX20
Trt. =TIC216M

Integrated circuits:
ICI = 74HC221
IC2= 74HC4017
IC3= 7805

Miscellaneous:
JPI. JP2 =jumper (wtre bridge)
K1= 3-way terminal strtp. pttch 7.5 mm
SI = 2-pole. 6-way rotary swttch
S2= single-pole. stngle-throw switch with
integral neon lamp

Tri = mains transformer with 9 V, 1.5 A
secondary. e.g. Velleman 10900 IBM
(from Maplin)

FI = fuse holder for PCB mounting with
2Aslowfuse

1 off heat sink for Tri I 20 K W-I
laff non-metal enclosure 75x 126x53 mm
(3x5x21 I 16 tn)

PCB Order no. 940095-1
(9400951


